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INTRODUCOTION

Two series of reports are being issued under the general title
"Bibliography of Extraterrestrial Radio Noise.-I The first series,

in which references are classified according to subject matter,
contains abstracts of the published literature pertaining to radio
noise of extratervestrial 'origin. It is intended to be permanently
useful. The second series consists of quarterly lists of references
only, arranged alphabetically by author. Issued to provide such
information with the minimum practicable delay, the reports of
the second series are intenoied for temporary use only; they will
ultimately be superseded by reports of the first series.

lPublication of the first series has been interrupted for a period of
several years but is, being resumed with the isgavnce of the present
report. In arrangerient and scope of subject matter, as well as in
most other respects, this "Supplement for 1952" is generally similar
to its predecessors.*

As before, the references are grouped by subject matter into separate
sections, the titles of uhich appear in the Table of Contents. Within
each section the arrangement is alphabetical by author, or by title
if no author is given. Each reference is assigned a composite number
that consists of three parts, e. g., A2-52-07. The first part (A2)
indicates the section and subsection, if any, in which the reference
is listed, the second part (52) gives the year of publication, and
the third part (07) is a serial number determined by the alphabetical
arrangement. A given reference appears in one section only; at
the end of each other section to which its content is particularly
appropriate, it is referred to by number.

OccasiomJ cross-references are made by number. A number whose middle
part is 51 or less designates a reference appearing not in the present
supplement but in one of the preceding reports of this series.

The titles of sections adopted for the present supplement differ

slightly from those adupted previously. Papers discussing techniquet
either of making or of reducing observations were formerly listed in
the section entitled. "Miscel1aneous" but are now brought together in
a separate section entitled "Techniques ." With the appearance, during

"* "Bibliogampy of Ektraterrestrial Radio Noise," issued on August 15,

1950, as Radio Astronomy Report No, 11 of the School of Electrical
Ingineering, Cornell University. "Supplement for 1950," issued on
August 1, 1952, as Radio Astronomy Report No. 12 of the School of
Electrical Engineering, Cornell University. "Supplement for 1951,"
issued on October 15, 1953, as Radio Astronomy Report No. 13 of the
School of Electrical Engineering, Cornell University.
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1952, of the firet book dealing in large pert with extraterrestrial
radio noise, a new section listing references to book reviews has
also been added. On the other hand, a previously included section on
"Radlation from the Moon" is here omitted owing to a lack of material
on this subject published daring 1952. The section formerly entitled
ORevyews" is here entitled "Surveys."

All referenoes except those to book reviews are accompanied either by
brief abstracts or, 6specially in the case of surveys, by statements
indicating their scope. The large majority of the abstracts were
prepared by the bibliographer, Martha Stahr Carpenter; they are
signed with the initials (M.S.C.). Wherever appropriate, however,
use has been made of abstracts accompanying the original publications,
and in four cases of papers in the Russian language, for ,hich
translations were not available, other published abstracts have
been used. The source of each abstract that %as originally published
elsewhere and is here reproduced by quotation, condensation, adap-
tation, or translation is acknowledged with a key letter designating
the publication in which it appears, together with the signature, if
any, accompanying it in that publication. The interpretation of the
key letters followst

(A) from abstract or sumr4qry accompanying the original publi-
cation

(N) from Astronomical News Letter
(P) from Physics Abstrac•i" (Section A of ciejne Abstracts).

11or exaMle, the acknoledgement (Pi 7.Lachman) accompanies an abstract
taken primarily from Physlge Abstracts where it appears over the
signature, 7. Lachman. The initials M.S.C. have been included in
the acknowledgement of any previously published abstract that has
been added to or extensively modified by the bibliographer.

Every reference has been checked ,or accuracy againrt eitherý the
original publication or a reprint. The form employed in stati ng the
references is in general consistent with that of the preceding reports
of this series. For publications contained in periodicals, the
general procedure is to specif'y crinsecutively the author, title of
paper, name and. series number or letter, if any, of Journal, volLme
masber, pages, and date. The issue number is usuml",, not vaentioned
unless no date or month of publication is given. A ke• to the
interpretation of the abbreviations used, for the apmes of certain
journals appears on page 4. Unless otherwise specified, the language
in which a given paper is written is the same as th4 ,t in which its
title is given. Material supplied by the bibliographer is enclosed
in brackets.

In references to piblicatiois dealing prim'irily with subjects outslde
the scope of this bibliography, thg, pages on which the pertinent
matprial appears are specifically mentioned. Little or no attempt
is made in •eh caýes to abstract the contents of the remaining pAges,
regardless of their Inportpnce in other fields czf investi,7ation,



Each of Sections Al, Bl, and C1 contains a "Sapplementary Summary
of Observed Wavelengths.- The approximate wavelengths at which
observations were reported during the year 1952 are given in each
case. The organizations making the observations are specified,
together with the nimbers of the corresponding references in this
supplement. Some of the information required for completeneas
has been supplied by the bibliographer. Observations previously
described in referenoes listed in earlier svpplements are in general
not mentioned.

In the author index, which begins on pege 79, the references are
designated by number. A number placed in parentheses indicates a
secondary contribution, i.e., an article reporting a contribution
of the given author but not listed in his name. The reports of
meetins of the Royal Astronomical Society, for example, are indexed
in this way under each of the participants.

The continued cooperation of colleagues, librarians, and friends,
and especially of those authors and institutions that have sent
reprints of their papers, is gratefully acknowledged. Abstracts
of six papers published in the Russian language (those listed as
A2-52-039 32-52-04, B2-52-06, C2-52-04i Z-52-08, and M-52-05) were
preprd from translations provided by the Defence Scientific Infor-
nation Service, Defenw ? sh Board, Canad-&
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Al. RADIATION FROM THE SUN: Observations

Al-52-01 Aly, M. Z. "Khartoum Expeditions for Total Solar Eclipse of
February 25th, 1952: Report on t1Ž Meetings of Eclipse Astronomers,$"
Obsrvetory, 72, 63-72 (Apr., 1952). [Material pertaining to extra-
terrestrial radio noise on pages 63-65.1

7our meetings of astronomers taking part in expeditions for observing
the total solar eclipse of February 25, 1952, were held. prior to the
eclipee. The two observational programs dealing with radio astronomy
were the subject of the fl.'st meeting. Dr. Hagen described two
conflicting chromospheric models (lov-temperature lower chromosphere
with limb brightening versus high-temperature lower chromosphere with
lower electron density than previously assumed) and emphasised the
usefulness of precise observations of eclipse curves near centimeter
wavelength for deciding between them. He outlined plans of the U. S.
Naval lasearch Laboratory for making such observati ons at wavelengths
of 8.5 millimeters and 9.4 centimeters. Dr. Laffineur presented the
proposal of the Institut d'Astrophysique, Paris, for study of the
characteristics of the solar corona by observations at wavelengths of
0.55 and -I17 meters. (M.S.C.)

Al-r12-02 "American Astronomers Report," Sky and Telescop. . 11, 169-
171 (May, 1952). ("Solar Flares and Solar 1.5-meter Radiation,"

169-170; wCornell Radio Interferometer," 170-171.)

Two papers presented at the eighty-sixth meeting of the Amew:ican

Astroncaical Society are summarized. The first dealt with a detailed
comperison, mude by Belen W. Dodson, E. Ruth Hedeman, ancl Leif Owren,
of solar radiation at a wavelength of 1.5 meters with photographic
and visual observations [see AI-52-09]. The second paper contained
a description of the radio interferometer at Cornell University and
of its use, by Leif Owren and Helen V. Dodson, for identifying on A:

spectroheliograms those active solar areas in which certain observed
bursts of 1.5-meter solar radiation originated [see AI-52-121. Out-
bursts that occurred on August 15, 1950, and April 2, 1951, coincided
in position as well as in time with solar flares. (M.S.C.)

Al-52-03 Blum, imile-Jacques, Donisse, Jean-Francois, and Steinberg,
Jean-Louis. "Bar la Forms Illipsoodale du Soleil Observw en Ondes
M4triques," Coitee Rendus, 234, 1597-1599 (Apr. 16, 1952).

Solar radiation at 169 Mc./s. was observed at a nearly central loca-
tion dring the annular eclipse of September 1, 1951, (see Al-51-Oi),
and at Paris and Dakar during the eclipse of February 25, 1952,
which was observed as partial at both places. Analysis of the

curves of intensity plotted against time indicates that the coronal
radiation from the equetoria! regions of the sun is more important
than that from the polar regions. To a first approximation the
sun can be represeated. at this frequency as a greatly flattened

7



Al. RADIATION PROM THE SUN: Obser~ations

ellipsoid of nearly uniform brightness. [See also AI-52-04 and
A1-52-08. I ( .. 0.)

Al-52-04 Blum, t. J., Denisee, J. Y., and Steinberg, J. L. "RUms1tat
des Observations d~imae ýilipse Annulaire de Solell Effectu6ese mur
169 Mc/me t 9350 )k/s,1 Annalos dOAstrophysiquo, 15, 184-198 (Apr.-
June, 1952) .

*Masurmwnts of molar radiation at wavelengths of 3.2 centimeters and
1.78 meters were made during the annular eclipse of September 1, 1951.
The observing site vas at Isrkala, 7rench Budan, a few kilometers from
the line along which the eclipse was coatral. Iquatorially mounted
antenna, consisting of an array of sixteen half-wve dipoles for the
shorter wvelength and a parabolic mirror 150 centimeters in diameter
for the longer wavelength, were used with superheterodyne receivers.
Meteorological oonditions were good and the sunls radio radiation was
undisturbed. 2e data axr presented in the form of curves showing the

variation of intensity with tine. At the maximum of the eclipse,
16 percent of the radiation of the whole sun remained observable at
3.2 centimeters and 48 percent at 1.78 meters. The curve obtainod
at. 3,2 centimeters is consistent with limb-brightening ao predicted
theoretically on the basil of a strong temperature gi~adient in the
chromosphere. An asymmetry of the curve reveals a local source of
radio emission that corresponded in eiss and position to a sunspot
near the east limb; this source had an apparent temperature of at
least 600a0000. The curve for 1.78 motors is symmetric and does
not reveal the existence of this, or any other, local source. It
corresponds to a solar brightness distribution that lacks circular
symmsetry, and it indicates that at this wavelength the sun's eium-
tarlal diameter substantially exceeds its polar diameter, (M.S.)

Al-52-05 Burges, R1. 3., and 7owler, C. S. "Solar Activity and Io-6eco

spheric, Effects, Wireless ,nineer, 29, 46-50 (Jeb., 1952)40

Observations of ionospheric propagation conditions on long waves
(191 kc./s.) and short waves (18.89 Mc./s.) during the period Kay' 14
to November 30, 1948, were compared with observations of solar noise
"rlrwts at 30, 42, 73, and 155 Mc./s. and with the appearance of solar
flare and sunspots. hImples of disturbances on the ionosplheric and
solar noise records are shown and data on correlations of the radio

aad flare phenomena are presented in taeular form. The noise buarzs
were observed by means of low-noise roeivers used in conjunctioa
with half-wave dipoles placed half a wavelength above the ground axid

lying perpendicular to the merldian. Commencements of ionospheri4
iisturbances on short and long wavelengths coincided with each other
and with the commencements of associated flares when these were

observed,'but differed by up to three minutes from times of onsee
of noise bursts. Jighty-six Tercent of the noise buresn occurred



Ai. RADIATION FlOM THI SUN: Observations

withot• •, accoponying ionospheric effect, vhereas only a minority
of the ionosp#Aric disturbances occurred without noiin bursts. This
indicates a greater tendency for an active area of the sun to emit
observable radio radiation than to emit ultra-violet radiation of
tufficient interaity to disturb the ionosphere signiflLcantly. When a

visible flare was accompanied by a noise burst, thol times of onset
were o^,incident to within a mintute. (A; M.S.C.)

A1-5;-06 D"s, A. 1. "Solar Noi*e Burst of 11 April 1952 and Associate&
Imompheric &aft Nmrtic Disturbances, In.- JauntI , of Meteo 9Tef
and ..2opbysts, 3, 236, and figure on page 234, (July, 1952).

To illustrate types of data on solar-terrestrial relationships
being nbtained at the astrophtysical observatory at lodaikanal,
records of an occurrence on April 11, 1952, are relproduced. They
show that a magnetic crochet, bursts and enhanced emission of solar
radio radiation at 100 Mc./s., and a partial ionoelpheric fade-out
ocwrrei between 05"30 and 0615 U. T. %pvotroheliographiLc and spactro-
helioscopic observations were not in progress at the time but the
occurrene of a synchronous flare can be inferred. (X.8.0.)

A-1-52-07 Denisse, Joean-Franqots. eRelation entre 1 Activit6 Geo-
mar-ltique et I'Activiti Radioilectrique Solaire," Annalse de
Ugghzuique, 8, 55- 6 4f (Jan.-Mar. , 1952).

A detalied acomnt of an investigation, the results of which were pre-
viously smArized by Denisse, Steinberg, and Zisler [see AI-51-11],
is presented. (M.B.C.)

:I-52-O8 renxiiee, J.-Y,, Klua, C. T.. an. Steinberg, J.-L. 2ahdio
Obeervatioas of the SoWar Sclipses of September 1, 1951, and February
25, 1.952,' Tatuneg 170, 191-192 (Aug. 2, 1952).

Overvatioms of the smua at a wavelength of 3.2 centimeters during the
aun=lar eclipse of September 1, 1951, gave two types of evidence of
limb briiening: (1) comrison with measurements by other observers
at a total eClip*e in 1950 (see Al-51-16) revealed that the disk
frttion of area 8.6 perceit covered at one eclipse but not the other
guve rise to 10-12 percent of the total radiation, the theoretical
figure being 12 percent if limb btghtening is assumed; (2) the
radiatim ws allwj loes than that calculated for a uniformly britt
d~l of radus 1.07 time that of the sun, this radits being chosen to
give the observed percentag*e remainder of the radiation at eclipse
meziun. Oharaoteristics of the solar radiation at a wavelength of
1."8 meters as observed dirng the tae eclipse were: (1) the decrease
bon 16 mlmtes before first codtact, indicating that the radio sun's
apparent disaseter was 135 tizuet that of the optical sun; (2) at



Al. RADIATION FROM TEB SUN: Observations

the contact times the decrease amounted to 8.5 percent; (3) at
maximum eclipse 48 percent of the total radiation remained. These
results indicate that the equatorial apparent diameter of the radio
sun at 1.79 maters considerably exceeds the polar apparent diameter;
they are wholly confirmed by subsequent eclipse observations sade at
Jarcoussis and at Dakar on 3ebruary 25F, 1952. A diagram illustratizg
a tentative model of the sun at 1.78-meter wavelength is presented.
[See also Al-52-03 and AI-52-04.] (x.B.0.)

A1-52-09 Dodeon, Helen W., Hedeman, 1. Ruth, and Owren, Leif. W[Ab-
stracti ] Solar Flares and Associated 1.5 Meter Radiation," Astro-
nonical Journal, 57, 9-10 (Apr., 1952).

Me r~mlts of a detailed comparison of solar radiation at 1.5-meter
wavelength with solar activity observed photographically and visually
are reported. The radio phenomena accopamying 141 flares, which
occurred between July 18, 1908, and Deoember 31, 1950, wore classified
into the fbllowing descriptive categories: (l) major bursts including
outbursts (22 cases), (2) minor bursts (22 cases), (3) micro bursts
(6 cases), (4) series of bursts (32 oases), (5) nmall rise in base
level (4 oases), (6) noise storms (26 cases), and (1) nulls (29
C4,es). Radio responses of types (1) s (2) . and (3) tend to occur at
the very commencement of the rise of the optical flare. Those of
tYPe (4) precede the optical flare in tim of onset, and those of
tYpes (5) and (6) often begin at or near the mximum of the flare
azxd may become most intense just as the flare has faded completely.
[See also Al-52-02 and A1-52-10.- (M.$.C.)

Al-52-10 Dodson, Helen V., Hedeman, 1. Ruth, aid Owren, Leif. "CL.)-
isbract:] Solar Flares and Associated 200-Nc/soc Radiation," PreC.
I. R. ., lt40, 742 (June, 1952).

"Solar radio-frequency radiations on 200 Me./a. have been compared
with solar activity observed photographically and visually. The
most clear-cut relationships have been found for radio emissions
associated with solar flares. The prt,•e&L itudy covers 141 flares
which occurred during the period August, 1948, to December, 1950.
A solar flare is a complex phznornnon, and it is not certain which
aspect of it is related to the associated radio event. The 200-
megacycle events may be divided into seven categories: major bursts
including outbursts, minor bursts, micro bursts, series of bursts,
mall rise in base level, short-duration noise storms, nulls. Zihty
percent of the flares produced some form of enhancement in the
200-megacycle radiation. With but four significant exceptions, all
of the flares for which no distinctive radio event occurred were
relatively unimportant solar pbenomena. 1cr 20 flares for which the
energy excess of the radio event has been measured there appears to

10



Al. RADIATION FROM TE SUN*: Observations

be a direct itlatlonship between this and the importance of the flare.
Comparisons of the times of onset of the flare and the radio event
indicate that major, minor, and micro bursts occur at the very
co~neme~nt of the optical rise. Series of bursts begin in a number
of cases before the start of the optical flare; noise storms and
base-level increases start at or near flare maximum. Such delayed
events increase in intensity as the flare fades and often attain
greatest intensity when the flare has faded completely." [See also
Al-52-02 and Al-52-09.J (Reproduced in fall)

Al-52-11 Dodson, Helen W., and McMath, Robert R. "The Limb Flare of
May 8,q 1951" AP. J., 115s 78-81 (Jan., 1952).

Published data indicate that flares have been observed at the limb
of the sun with elevations above the chromosphere of 8000-80,000
kilometers. Continuous records of the solar limb and disk secured
on Ho( spectroheliograms at the McMath-Hulbert Observatory show the
outbreak and development of a namber of these flare-like prominences.
They range in form from relatively small cap-type prominences to tue
great flare prominence of May 8, 1951. This latter object rose to a
height of 50,000 kilometers in less than 90 seconds. During this
interval the HE lines of the spectrum wtre 8-10 angstroms wide and
showed large Doppler displacements. Throughout the remainder of the
flare the change in hei4ht was .-Agligible, and the EX spectrum lines
were 5-6 angstroms wide and symmetrical. This flare prominence was
four times as bright as the undisturbed Hoc disk, was accompanied by
an increase in solar radiation at 200 Mc./s., and was associated with
a sudden disturbance of the earth's ionosphere. The increase at
200 Mc./s. had two maxima. The first of these occurred with the
initial appearance of the flare prominence, the second with the
period of maximum optical intensity. (A; M.S.C.)

AI-l5-12 Dodson, Helen W., and Owren, Leif. "[Abstract: ] Observation
of Active Regions on the Sun by Radio Interferometer and Spectro-
heliograph," Astronomiral Jourrnal, 57, 10-11 (Apr., 1952).

Recoods of 200-megaqycle solar radiation, observed simultareously with
a radio telescope and interferometer, yield information concerning
the locations of the sources of bursts of radio emission on the sun's
disk. The Cornell radio interferometer, used in such studies,
consists of two identical broadside antennas placed 51 wavelengths
apart on an east-west line and connected to a common receiver.
Observations in 1950 and 1951 gave positions of the sources of two
outbursts that accompanied solar flares and of 14 bursts. The
observations indicate that burst sources are associated with regions
that are found to be active when observed optically. [See also
Al-52-02.] (M.S.C.)

11



Al. RADIATION FROM THE SUN,: Observations

Al-52-13 "Effect of the Annular Sclipse of March 7, 1951, on Badio-Wave
Propagation," Nature, 169, 361-362 (Mar. 1, 1952).

The substance of a paper by L. H. Martin at the New ZealanA Geo-
physical Conference is reported. Observations were made at qnartz
Hill, Wellington, New Zealand, to ascertain the effect of the annular
eclipse of March 7, 1951, on radio-wave propagation. Throughout
the eclipse, noise on 30 Mc./s. was abnormally low; thirteen minutes
after the maximum phase of the optical eclipse it underwent a sudde•n
drop that may have resulted from asymmetry of noise sources on the
sun. On frequencies ranging from 9.5 to 11.1 Mc./s., there were
sharp "pipe" of high-intensity noise of the type associated with
sunspots and normally heard on much higher frequencies. Their
occurrence indicates a substantial drop in oblique-incidence critical
frequency. (14.8.0.)

Al-52-14 Hagen, John P., and Hepburn, lannielon. "Solar Outbursts at
8.5-nm. Wave-Length,' Nature, 170, 2L4-245 (Aug. 9, 1952)-

Aive borsts of solar radiation at a wavelength of 8.5 millimeters were
obeei•ed between fty 1 and October 1, 1951, with a radiometer adjusted
to foillw the sun. The aperture of the antenna was 24 inches and the
beam width 1?1. Tracings of the records are shown. Jour of the
bursts were accompanied by flares and the fifth occurred when there
was an active region at the west limb of the tun. Times of occurrence
&nd amplitudes of the bursts are tabulated, together with data
concerning accompanying flares, sudden ionospheric disturbances,
and known bursts at other wavelengths associated with the same
occurrences. The bursts at 8.5 millimeters differ from those at
loner mavelengths in that they have much shorter durations (all loes
than five minutes) and much smaller amplitudes (increase in total
solar radiation not exceeding 27 percent). For one of the bursts,
which occurred simultaneously at 8-5 millimeters and 3 centimeters,
a transport of material within the iun's atmosphere is unlikely to
have been the source of the burst energy. (M.S.C.)

AI-52-15 Hatanaka, Takeo. "[Abstract: ] On Noise Storms,* Repo.Ion.
Res. Jgafan, 6, No. 3, 164 (1952).

Results of an analysis of noise storms at meter wavelengths are
briefly described. [For a fill account see Al-52-16.3 (M.S.C.)

Al-52-16 Hatanaka, Takeo, and Moriyams, Fumio. $On Some Features of
Noise Storms," Rep. Ion. Res. Ja n, 6, No. 2, 99-109 (1952).
Reprinted as Tok. Astron. Obs. Reprints, No. 99.

Observations of noise storms of solar radio emission in meter wave-
lengzhs are analyzed. A noise storm seexs to occur in a sporadic
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manner in a region above a large and magnetically active sunspot.
The probability of observing a storm is greatest at the time of the

central meridian passage of the spot and falls off to half value two

days from it. An intense flare that accompanies a non-polarized
outburst seems to act as the exciting mods of a ster. The storm

decays exponentially, the order of the time constant being about
fifteen to thirty minutes. A right-handed circularly polarized

storm is associated with the south pole of a sunspot and vice versa.
(A)

A1-52-17 Hulburt, 1. 0. "The Solar Iclipse of February 25. 1952 "
Scientific Monthly, 75, 306-309 (Nov., 1952).

Radio and optical observations were carried out during the total

solar eclipse of February 25, 1952, by a group of scientists sent
to Khartoum, Sudan, by the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington.

The experiments included the recording of solar radio emission at
wavelengths of 10 centimeters aid 8 millimeters. A descriptive
account of the work is given and pictures of the equilment are
shown. (1.s.0.)

Al-52-18 [Laffineur,. X.] OAvec la Mission Frangaise dni Bureau des

Longitudes pour 10iclipse Totale de Soleil A Khartoum (25 76vrier

1952),' et-ronomis, 66, 342-3L49 (Sept., 1952).

An illustrated account of preprstions for observing the eclipse of

February 25, 1952, at Khartoum is followed by a description of the

eclipse itself ami of the waking of observations at wavelengthe of

55 centimeters and 1.17 meters. (For a suimry of the preliminary

results see AI-52-19.) (M.S..)

A1-52-19 Laffineur, Marius, Michard, Raymond, Pecker, Jeai-Claude,

d'Ambu~Ja. Marguerite, Dollfus, Audoin, and Atanaeijevi 6 o Ivan.

"Observations Oobin6es do l'iclipee totale do Soleil dn 25 Avrier

1952 & Dart= (Soudan) et de l'•clipse Partielle au. Radio-T61eecope

S1'0bseevatoirs d Moudon,0 Cales RenLus, 234, 1528-153C (Apr. 7,
1952). Reprinted as Contrib. I. A-. P. At No. 108.

Observations of the total solar eclipse of February 25, 1952, were
made in Khartoum at frequencies of 550 and 255 Kc./s., with the aid

of an equatorially mounted parabolic reflector of 6-meter diameter

anr 3.6-meter focal length. At the higher frequency 19.5 percent of

the intensity of the radiation of the uneclipsed sun remained at the

middle of totality, and at the lower frequency 30.-5 percent. At

Meudon, where the eclipse was partial, the minimum intensity at
25 Nc./s. occarred thirteen minutes after the maximus of the optical

eclipse and mounted to 83 percent of the intensity of the uneclipsed

inn. Ooreml obsermtions at optical wavelengths were inbluded in the
program of the group at Khartoum. (M.S.C.)
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Al-52-20 Newton, H. V. "Sunspots" (Section of $Solar Activity" by
H. W. Newton and A. K. Dam), M- N., 112, No. 3, 332-333 (1952).

Sunspot activity during 1951 is reviewed. Until after the middle
of the year most of the spot@, especially the bigger ones, occurred
within a longiude range confined to one hemisphere of the sun.
Throughout a numtber of solar rotations ending in August, a higher
frequency of burets of solar noise on meter wavelengths and a higher
level of the continuous radiation on centimeter wavelengths was asso-
ciated with this m hemiqshere than with the other. (M.S.C.)

Al-52-21 Iayne-Scott, Ruby, and Little, A. G. "The Position and Movement
on the Solar Disk of Sources of Radiation at a Treqrency of 97 Mc/s.
III. Outbursts," Aust. J. Si. Re. A, 5, 32-h6 (Mar., 1952).

The apparent position and polarization of the source of solar radia-
tion at 97 Mc./s. were measured during six outbursts, for five of
which data on the accqpanying solar flares are available. Initially
the apparent position of outburst and flare almost coincide, the
oubntut usually being rather closer to the solar limb than the flare.
As the outburst proceeds, its position rapidly changes, the apparent
movement usually being towards, and sometiees off, the solar limb.
The initial apparent displacement towards the solar limb and the
subsequent movement can be explained if we assume that the outburst
radiation is excited by eom physical agency originating at the same
tim, and in the s region, as the flare, and moving outward throuh$
the corona. The velocity of such an agency would need to be between
500 and 3000 kilometers per second, and it is suggested that the
corpascular streams associated with sudden-comencement terrestrial
mmgnetic storms are the initiators of outburzts. The polarization of
the outbursts in the early stages is random. Often a second increase
occurs, with elliptical, usually circular, polarization. On two
occasions linear polarization was observed in this later stage of
an aatburet. The relation between the changes in polarization and the
associated changes in apparent position conform to the rule given in
Part II [Al-51-26], that right-hand circular polarization arises
in the region above a south magnetic pole and left-hand above a
north pole, while linear polarization appeare to originate above the
central region of a bipolar group, the 3-vector having a direction
approximately along the axis of the spot group. (A)

Al-52-22 Pecker, Jean-Clade. OL'Observation do l'1clipse da 25 N6vrier
h Khartoum,* Nature: Revue des Sciences et doe leurs Applications,
No. 3207, 193-199 (Jul -, 1952).

Observations both at optical wavelengths and at radio wavelengths
of 55 centimeters azrd 117 centimeters were included in the program
of the French expedition for observation of the solar eclipse of
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7ebruary 25, 1952, at Khartoum. An illustrated account of the
expedition, with emphasis on its scientific parposes and the work
a coompli shed, is followed by a short description. of activities
undertak*n by other groups during the same eclipse. These included
o beorvations at Khartoum at wavelengths of 8.5 milliseters and
10.6 centimeters and observations outside the sons of totality at
wavelengths of 2 meters and 55 centimeters. (M.B.C.)

A1,52-23 edmaan, 1. 0. "The Total Solar lolipse of 7ebruary 25, 1952 ,"
latre, 169, 686-688 (Apr. 26, 1952).

The author gives an account of the problems investigated by astron-
omers and technicians gathered in the Sudan for observation of the
total solar eclipse of February 25, 19,52. Measurements of solar
radio radiation were made at wavelengths of 8.5 millimeters and
10.6 centimeters by a party from the Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, and at vevelengthe of 55 centimeters and 117 centimeters
by a party from the Institut d'Astrophysique. Paris. The data
obtained should contribute to the determination of the locations
and the physical conditions characterizing the solar levels from
which the radiation comes. (M.S.C.)

Al-52-24 Smerd, S. P. "Solar Radio Noise Data,* Quarterly Bulletin
on Solar A.tivity (International Astronomical Union). No. 97, 288-
291 (Jan.-Nar., 1952); No. 98, 306-308 (Apr.-June, 1952); No. 99,
324-331 (July-Sept., 1952); No. 100, 344-350 (Oct.-Dec.9 1952).
(1. "Ylux";" 2."polariatinn;" 3. "Vartability"; 4. "Outstanding
Occurrencese*)

w bl1loing data on solar radio noise during -fe year 1912 ars tabý-
lat e: daily medians of flux in unit s of 10 watt m. (c./s.) ,
daily medians or means of the sense and percentage of polairization,
daily indices of variability, and characteristics of outstanding
occurrences. The observations were contributed by eleven observing
stations, operating at a total of eighteen separate frequencies In
the range from 60 to 9400 X./e. (M.S.C.)

A1-52-25 "Solar Radto 2ntssion,1 Bulletin of Solar Phenomena (Tokyo
Astronomieal Observatory), , 9 13-15 (Jan.-Mar., 1952); 27-29 (Apr.-
June, 1952); 4•-44 (Julm-lSept., 1952); 59-62 (Oct.-Dc., 1952).
(NDaily Data"; 'Outstanding Occurrences.")

Me following data pertaining to solar radio emission observed during_
the year 1952 are tabulated: flux at 200 Mc./*. for each day and for
certain shorter intervals, flux at 300 NO./s. for each day beginning
on October 1, indices of variability at 200, 100, and 60 Me./s. for
each da- and for serals & shorter intervals, and characteristics of
outstanding occurrences at 200, •00, and, 60 Nc./s. (N.SOC.)
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Al-52-26 von Kliber, H. "Beo'bachtungen der Sonnenfinsternis vom 25.
Pebruar 1952 im Sudan,' Naturwissenschaften, 39, No. 9, 199-206
(May, 1952).

A short review of the scientific objectives of eclipse expeditions
to followed by a description of the equipment and observational
programs of approximately a dozen expeditions for observing the
solar eclipse of ~hbruary 25, 1952, in the Sudan. Radio-astronomical
msauurennts wre planned by two groups. The Institut d'Astrophysique
of Paris erected a radio telescope having a parabolic mirror of
6-meter diameter and crossed dipoles for observations at wavelengths
of 55 centimeters and 117 centimeters. The U. SO Naval Resarch
Laboratory planned to observe at 9.4 centimeters with a parabolic
mirror of 180-centimeter diameter equippe4 with an electromagnetic
horn, and at 8.5 millimeters with a system of two cylindrical pare-
bolic mirrors also equipped with an electromagnetic horn. Pictures
of the instruments are shown. (M.S.C.)

See also: A2-52-OT, 11-52-04, 01-52-0., 01-52-08, Z-52-03, X-52-06,
-52-o, B,-52-05, 1,-52-11, and S-52-15.
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A2-52-01 "•erican Astronomers Report, y &§ d qe itc , 11 114-117
(Mar., 1952). ("Solar Enhanced Radiation and Plasma Oscillations,"
ll-116.)

Hari K. Sen's paper on the interpretation of enhanced solar radio-
frequency radiation as an effect of plasma oscillations, presented
at the eighty-sixth meeting of the American Astronomical Society,
is suzoarized. [For a detailed account of this work see A2-52-11.](M.S .C.)

A2-52-0'2 Feinstein, J. "Condition for Radiation from a Solar Plasma,"
Phys. Rev., 85, 145-146 (Jan. 1, 1952).

Recent attempts (see A2-51-01 and A2-49-11) to account for bursts of
solar radio emission by the mechanism of wave growth in a uniform
plasma of infinite extent &re criticized on the grounds that the
existence of a Poynting vector within a uniform infinite plasma does
not form a criterion for the escape of the radiation. The coupling
of energy from an oscillating plasma into a radiation field it shown
to delped uVon the existenoe of rapid spatial changes in the amplitude
of the current distribution 6f the piases. (M.SC.)

A2-52-03 Getmantm•, 0. G., and Ginsburg, V. L. 4On a Possible Mechanism
for the Soradic Radiis Aesion of the Sun" [In Russian], Dokl Akad.
Nauk S. L S. R. 87, go- 2, 187-190 (1952).

The authors consider the possibility that the suniz Wporadic radio
emission can be interpreted as the radiation of relativistic electrons
in the magnetic fields of sunspots, a mechanism analogous to one
nuMested elsewhere for the galactic radio emission (see B2-51-02 and
B2-52-02). ?or two limiting cases that specify the directions of the
electrongs motion and radiation with respect to the magnetic field,
the authors calculate the energy radiated by the electron and the
required concentration of relativistic electrons in the corora over a
srnspot. In eneral both the "ordinary" and "extraordinary" waves are
radiated but conditions are more favorable for the "ordinary" wave to
be obervmblE. Proton emission appears to be unimportant in the can
of the sun but may be of interest in connection with models of radio
stars. (M.S.0.)

A2-52-04 litamuu, tsaatoshi, and ladena, Muneyasu. "[Abstract: ] On the
Effect of Absorption of the Solar Noise by tbhe Oorpuscular Strmm,"
&eL. Ion. Res. J.apan, 6, No. 4v 216-217 (1952).

Data on solar flares and outbursts of solar radio noise were analyzed
statistically to detemins #tether these phenomena tended to coincide
more frequently in th. eastern half of the sun's disk than in the
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western half. No significant asymmetry, and therefore no evidence
of absorption of solar noise by solar corpuscular streams, was found.

(M.S.C.)

A2-52-05 Ial, Bernard. 'Sur 1. Rayonnement Ilectromagn6tique, Produit
1*,r ls Chocs d'tlectrons dans un Milieu Tr~s Yortement Ioniag,' J.
Lhn. Bad., 13, 35-38 (Jan., 1952). Reprinted as Contrib. I. A. P.. 3
No. 77.

2* electr agietic radiation of long wavelength produced by electrons
in an ionic plasma is discussed according to the classical theory of
radiation, and conditions pertaining to the exission and propagation
of such radiation in Ionized regions of interstellar space and the
solar corona are considered. (M.S.C.)

A2-52-06 Link, 7. "Radiations Solaires our 65 cm Pendant l'tclipse du
12 Septembre 1950,0 B. 0. A. L 39 81-82 (Nov. 30, 1952).

Beber's observations of iolar radiation at a wavelength of 65 oenti-
meters during the total solar eclipse of September 12, 1950, showed
an increase of approximately 10 percent in intensity at first and
fcurth contact (see Al-51-29). It is shown that grazing reflection on
the lunar surface fails to account for this phenomenon. An alterna-•
tive soggestion, according to which the increase is attributed to the
influence of a lunar ionosphere, is advanced. Conditions required
for the existence of such an ionosphere seerw to be fulfilles. The
phenomenon under discussion was more pronounced at first than at
last contact; this is consistent with the supposition that the lunar
ionosphere, like the earth's ionosphere, is better developed on
the evening side than on the morning side. The phenomenon has not
been noted at other eclipses and careful attempts to observe it
are urged. (M.S.C.)

A2-52-07 Maxwell, A. "Possible Identification of a Solar M-Region
with a Coronal Region of Intense Radio uiiesionri" , 72,
22-26 (Yeb. , 1952). Reprinted as Astron. Contrib. U. AMn. IIL

rjodre~l ank Reprint, No. 63.

A visually unimportant gunspot group that crossed the sun's meridian
on June 14, 1950, was associated with unusually strong radio emission
on the meter wavelength band, as reported previously (see Al-51-22).
A sequence of geomagnetic storms, traceable throughout the following
seven or eidit solar rotations, may be ascribed to the synodic return
of the same area of the sun, suggesting that the unusual radio
mission was aswelated with the formation of an M-region. Throughout
the duration of the sequence, radar auroral echoes showed a strong
tendency to occur at times corresponding to the return of the main
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M-region or it less important M-region 1800 a&ay in heliographic
longitude, The main M-region sequence is the only important one
prior to which regular radio noise observations have been made.

(M.S.C.)

12-52-08 Purcell, B. M. "The Lifetime of the 22 SI/ State of Hydrogen

in an Ionized Atmosphere," Ap. J. 116, ts57-462 (Nor., 1952).

5e probability of the transitions 2281/ - 22?I/2 and 22SI/2 - 22?3/2

resulting from collisions of hydivogen atoms in 2 S state with

electrons and positive ions is calculated. The dominant effect
o f the protons is shown. The population of the 2S state under
chromospheric conditions is found to be substantially lower than

the estimates of Giovanelli, and the appearance of an absorption

line at 9882 Mc./s. from the transition 22 S1/2 - 22P3/2 is improbable.
(A; M.S.O.)

A2z-52-09 Reule, Alfred. "Zur Thermischen Bmission der Sonnenkorona im
Wellenlingenbereich Zehn Zentimeter bis Zehn Meter," Zeitschrit
fir Naturforechung, 7a, 234-247 (Mar.-Apr., 1952).

The thermal emission of the sun is calculated for different models

of the corona, refraction and density variation being taken into

account. On the asemaption that the electron density is known and is

spherically symmetrical, a procedure is deduced for calculating the

temperature in the corona from the measured distribution of intensity

over the solar disk. The observational results of Stanier (Al-50-12)

are not cornistent with the generally accepted distribution of density

or a vlltiple of it. The influence of the ray-structure of the corona
is investigated and it is shown that this can cause marked irregu-

larities In the intensity distribution. Analysis of the intensity

distribution ii one direction only may therefore yieldt an erroneous
interpretation of the results. (A; M.S.C.)

A2-52-10 Sen, Hari K. "An Istimate of the Den=Sy and Motion of Solar

Material from Observed Characteristics of Solar Radio Outbursts.

Abstract," Pub. A- S. P., 64, 228 (Oct., 1952).

"" theory of radlo wae generation by multistream charge interaction
(A2-51-05) is extended and applied to the observations made by the

Australian workors (Al-50-14) of the spectrum of outbursts of solar

radio-freqmiency radiation in the frequency range 70-130 Mc ./s. The

dispersion equation is dertred as a function of the velocity of solar

material erupting into a static corona and of the temperatures and
densities of the material and the corona. The application of the
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dispersion equation to the Australian data enables an estimate to
be 2e of the velocity (^500 kilometers per second) and the density
(_1 per cubic centimeter) of the moving solar material-"

(Reproduced in. full)

A2-52-11 Sen, Hart I. "Solar 'Enhanced Radiation' and Plasma Oscilla-
tiono,,9 Phy. Re~v., 88, 816-822 (Nov. 15, 1952). Abstracted in
ALtronomical Journal, 57, 26-27 (Apr., 1952).

The dispersion relation for a plasma oscillating in a static magnetic
field is derived by the Iaplace transfoza method. The plasma oscilla-
tions are fnnd to be unstable in frequency bands around multiples of
the gyrofrequency. A numerical application to spot magnetic fields
at coronal distances indicates sufficient amplification to make
plausible the theory of the origin of solar "enhanced radiation" in
plasma oscillations of electrons gyrating round the magnetic field
of sunspots. (A)

A2-[i2-12 Takakura, Tatsuo. "The Directivity of Solar Radio Imission
from the Sunspots," Rev. Ion. RaB. Jaxian, 6, No. 3, 162 (1952).

The correlation between solar radio emission and a relative sunspot
number defined by giving greater weight to sunspots in the central
circle sone on the sun's disk than to those in the outer some was
investilpted. fte results indicate that the locations of sunspote on
the disk do not affect the radio emission observed at 3260 Mc./s. At
1200 and 200 Mc./s., on the other hand, the radio emission from the
snmspots in the central circle zone appears to be approximately twice
as strong as that from the anspots in the outer zone. (M.3.C.)

A2-52-13 Thomas, Richard N. "[Abstract:] Chromospheric Kinetic Temper-
ature from Radio Measures," Astronomical Journal, 57, 27 (Apr.,
1952).

"A major anomaly in the interpretation of the solar chromosphere at
the present time is the apparent disagreement between temperatures
inferred from optical observations and temperatures inferred from
radio measures. In each case the relevant temperature is only

a kinetic temperature. In the interpretation of several of the
optical observations the departtre from thermodynamic equilibrium
of the solar chromosphere har appeared to influence appreciably
thie observations. The radio measures are, currently, interpreted
ao coming from free-free transitions in the field of the hbydrogen
ion. Heretofore, the influence of a departure from Maxwellian
distribut`.on of the electrons about the kinetic temperature of the
chromosphe-re has been ignored. It appears however that an average
relative departure between the high energy and the low energy ends of
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the veloiity spectrum amounting to one part in one hundred thousand
will suffice to cause an error of a factor 2 in the inferred value
of the temperature." (Reproduced in full)

A2-52-14 MTwss, R. Q. "Excess Radio Noise from Solar Flares and Sun-
spots," N t- 169, 185-186 (Feb. 2, 1952).

The suggestion that the excess noise associated with solar flares
and sunspots may be due to longitudinal plasma oscillations is open
to criticism on several grouns. Theories involving the amplificationi
of the transverse radiation field itself would appear to be more
ptmuising. The author proposes and discusses such a theory, according
to which oscillations are excited in a thermal plasma moving with a
drift velocity less than the mean thermal velocity between tWo
regions in 'which the characteristic impedance of the medium changiets
appreciably within a wavelength. The required conditions might 'e
met in solar flares and sunspots at levels from which the radiation
can escape. (M.S.C•.)

See also: Al-52-04, Al-52-16, AI-52-21, B2-52-09, M-52-06, and M--52-07.
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B1-52-01 Atanasijevi6, Ivan. "Metures du Rayonnement do la Vote Lact6e
sur 255 Me/s.," Comptes jendj_, 235, 130-132 (July 16, 1952).
Reprinted as Cantrtb. I. A. 11. A, Noo. 122.

A radio telescope having a parabolic antenna of 7.5-meter diameter
with a half-wave dipole and. reflector at its focus was used for
imeasuring radiation from the Milky Way at a frequency of 255 No./4.
1he observations consisted of sweeps in astfuth at fixed altitudes.
The Sagittarius region was observed when on the meridian, other
regions when the galactic plane was near the senith. A prelim-nary
map of the radio isolphotes was derived. A weak maximum, not shown on
the contour maps obtained by Reber, appears near galactic longituade
100. (.. x.)

B1-52-02 Christiansen, W. N., andL Hindman, J. V. "21 ca. Line Radiation
from Galactic Hydrogen," 0bra~ tory, 72, 149-151 (Aug., 1952o'.

Results of a preliminary survey of the 21-centimeter line emission
from hydrogen in the galaxy are presented in the form of a diagram
showing contour lines of brihtness distribution. Observed variations
in peak brightness along the galactic equator are attributed both to
the qvpnding of the line energy by Doppler shifts &de to differentia.
galactic rotation and to structural features of the galaxy. A.
splitting of the line into two components occurs between galactic
longitudes 1700 and 250. On the assumption that this splitting is
an effect of galactic rotation, it is found that large elongatod
zasses of hydrogn forming arcs suggestive of spiral structure lie at
distances of about 1 and 4 kiloparsecs from the sun. [For a full
description of the work see B1-52-03.] (K.S.C.)

B1-52-03 Christiansen, V. N., and Hindman, J. V. "A Preliminary Survey
of 1420 Mo/s. Line Eisesion from Galactic Hydrogen," Auld. J. S•i.
12s. A, 5, 437-455 (Sept., 1952).

A preliminry survey of lj20-Kc./s. hydrogen-line emission was
made over 270 of galactic longitude extending through the galactic
center and anticenter. The radiation source is in the form of a
band of varying intensity along the gaitctic equator. The maximum
trightness temperature is about 100 1, in the direction of the

gilactic anticenter. Measurements of line profile show considerable
variation, with a minimum width of 0.12 Mc. s. Double lines are
evident between plactic longitudes 1700 and 240 and it is s•ggested
thea these y originate in .iajor structural features of the galaxy.
The change in ';he peak brightness of the line along the galactic

equator may result from line broadening due to galactic rotation.
On the other hand it may reveal the existence of highly emitting
regions. The latter interpretation is supported by the agreement
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in position of the bright areas for both the line emission and the
continuous-spectrum galactic emission. (A)

Bl-52-04 Cottony, H. V., and Johler, J. R. "Cosmic Radio Noise Inten-
sities in the VHU ard," ?roe. 1. It. 2.1, 40, 1053-1060 (Sept., 1952).

During 1948 and 1949, the National Bureau of Standards conducted
continuous, broad-directivity measurements of the cosmic radio noise

intensities at frequencies between 25 and 110 Mc./s. The purpose
was to evaluate the importance of this noise from the standpoint
of its interference with radio communication. The results show a
regular daily variation in noise corresponding to the movement of
the principal sources of cosmic radio noise across the antenna
receiving pattern. This normal comic noise intensity pattern
was found to be constant within the limits of the accuracy of the
measurements. The average daily maxima and minima which bracketed
the daily variations are presented in tabular form. No-measurable
cheanp in thse limits was observed in the sourse of the measurement s.
Besides the normal cosmic radio noise, periods of abnormal high noise

Slevels, generally associated with periods of unusual solar act ivit y,
were observed and recorded. (A)

31-52-05 Muller, C. A. 'Neting van Radostraling ait do Melkweg op
1420 MHz,* T dsohrift van het Nderlands ]kdiomnootseckw, 17,
3-14, and. discussion on Page 15, (Jan., 1952).

A short general introductiou in radio astronomy is followed by a
description of a special receiver used for the first observations
in the Netberla•s of the 1420-Mc./s. line in the spectrum of galactic
radiation. (A)

B1-52-06 Oort, J. H. (in collaboration with C. A. Muller). 'Spiral
Structure and Interstellar Radio amission,' Xnthlr Nor &-_
Astronomical Saogety of 8outh Afria, 11, 65-70 (July 31, 1952).
Also with eertain additions in oth. African J72u~aj of Scienoc,
499, 87-92 (Oct .- Nov., 1952).

A discussion of certain of the known facts and unsolved problems
concerning spiral structure of galaxies is followed by a summary
and provisional interpretation of the results of new measurements
of the contours of the emission line of interstellar hydrogen at a
wavelength of 21 centimeters. The measured Doppler shifts of the
maxima~of the line profiles are assumed to correspond to radial
velocities due to differential rotation of our galaxy. A provisional
relation between circular rotational velocity and distance from
the galactic center being adopted, the observations Then indicate
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that major maxitm, of the density of interstellar hydrogen are ar, -anged
in two spiral arms. The positions of the arms, one sf which is
strikingly evident at all galactic longitudes between 30 and 1300,
are indicated diagrammatically. They show that our galaxy is a
spiral of intermediate rather than of late type. The new evidence
shows conclusively that the interstellar gas is concentrated in
the spiral arms. (M.S.C.)

B3-52-07 0ort, J. H., with van de Hulst, H. C., and Mýller, C. A.

"Spiraalstructuur van het Melkwegstelsel," Verslag van de Gewqne

Vermrir der Afdselizy Natuarkunde (Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie
van Vetenschappen), 61, 140-143 (Ocrt. 25, 1952).

The emission line of interstellar hydrogen at 21-centimeter wave-
length was observed with the aid of a movable parabolic reflector
of aperture Imeters. The beam width was 2?7. Line profiles were
obtained at five-degree intervals of galactic longitude over the
portion of the galactic plane observable from the Netherlands. In
the directions of the galactic center and anticenter the profiles are
symnetric and reveal no systematic deviations from circular motion;
their width corresponds to an average random radial velocity of
6 kilometers per second for the iadividual clouds. In other direo-
tions the profiles are wider and show several maxima resulting from
Doppler shifts due to differential galactic rotation. For the outer
parts of the galaxy (outside a dircle centered at the galactic center
and passing through the sun), the relation between the density of
hydrogen and distance from the sun was derived in each direction on
the ansumtion that tke vrstematic motion is circular and depends only
on distance from the galactic center. The results, here presented
diagramatically, s-how that both the regions of maximum and minimum
denrity are arrayed in spiral arms. Except for the longest arm, which
is approximately circular, the arms are tilted so that the sense of
rotation of the galaxy is that of a spring being wound. (M.S.C.)

Bl-52-08 Royal Astronomical Society. $Meetiner of the Royal Astronomical
Society EOct. 10, 19521," Observatory, 72, 213-221 (Dec., 1952).
[Material pertaining to extraterrestrial radio noise on pages 215-
217.]

Descriptions of current astronomical work in Japan and at the Oentral
Radio Propagation laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards were
presented by CT .] Ragihara and A. H. Shapley respectively. The
work incluies studies of solar radio emission. P. A. G. Scheuer
and N, Ryle reported on a radio-astronomical investigation of H II
regions. Using an interferomitric method for obtaining high resolving
power, they made a survey of the latitude distribution of galactic
radio emission at frequencies of 80 and 210 Kc./s. The results
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are consistent with the prediction that at these frequencies the
H II regions should appear as a bright strip along the galactic
equator. An avermge temperature of these regions exceediag 18,000 C
is indicated but the possibility that the central iaximin is due in
part to a population of a mew tyle of radio stars showing strong
galactic concentration is not ruled out. (M.S .C.)

See also: B2-52-09, 01-52-02, 01-52-13, M-52-06, and R-52-11.
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32-52-01 Binge, Hans-Jost. "Vergleich Solarer Zrecheinungen mit der
Verinderlichkeit von Sternen in Gasnebeln," Zeitschrift ftr Natur-
fo"schw, 7k, 4O-444 (Juze, 1952). [Material pertaining to extra-
terrestrial radio noise on page 444.]

The peculiarities of RV Aurigae stars are interpreted as effects of
a phenomenon analogous to sunspot activity but very much stronger.
It is suggested t1hat eruptions on these stars, analogous to those
producing intense radio emission on the sun, are the source of most
of the galactic radio radiat!on. (M.S.C.)

B2-52-02 Getmantzev, G. G. "Cosmic Electrons as the Source of the
Radio Radiation of the Galaxy" [In Russian], Dokl. Aka4. Nauk
S. S. S. R., 83, No. 4, 557-560 (1952).

An analysis of the proposition that cosmic noise in the meter-wave
band Is due to electrons with relativistic energies yields a theo-
retical answer not in disagreement with experimental data.

(P:J.MH.Hough)

B2-52-03 Hutchinson, Go. W. "On the Possible Relation of Galactic Radio
Noise to Comic lays," Pi &., 43o 847-852 (Aug., 1952).

The possibility that cosmic rays are acceoelAted in regions of the
alaxy of intermediate particle density (= 10 cm.- ) is considered.

It is found that a conservative estimate of the magnetic fields in
such regions would lead to a radio noise flux of the observed order
of monitud, and that the obeerved spectrum could easily be produced.
A possible cause is suggested for the low-energ cut-off in the
cosmic-ray spectrum. If the proposed mechanism accounts for any
large proportion of the cosmic rays, these should be accompanied
by a small flux of V quanta which should show the same anisotropy
as the galactic radio noise. (A)

B2-52-01, Korhok, A. A, and Terletzky, Ta. P. "Blectromaretic Radia-
tion of Comio-Nay Protons and Galactic Radio Radiation" [In Russian],
Zhurnp! Zksperimental 'noi i Teoretichoskoi Fisikt, 22, 507O-509
(Apr., 1952).

Radiation by cosmic-ray protons moving in magnetic fields in the
galaxy is suggested as e possible explanation of the galactic radio
emission. The spectral distribution of such radiation is calculated
and found to be in reasonably good agreement with the spectrum
of galactic radio emission as determined oboervationally. Both
the cosLic rays and the radio emission would originate in regions
baving a high density of cosmic particles and a high magnetic field.

(I.s.0.)
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B2-52-05 Oort, J. H. "Problems of Galactic Structure," •-.., 116,
233-250 (Sept., 1952).

The author's Henry Norris Russell Lecture delivered on December 27,

1951, is reproduced. It contains a detailed summary and evaluation
of the status of knowledge concerning the structure of our galaxy.
The interrelationships between the results obtained by optical and
by radio techniques of investigation are brought out, and profitable

avenues for further research are suggested. The possibilities of
obtaining significant information from observations of the emission
line of interstellar hydrogen at 21-centimeter wavelength are empha-
sized. (M.S.C.)

B2-52-06 Shklovsky, I. S. Radiso-Spectroscopy of the Galaxy" [In
Russian], Astronoaicheskii Zhurnal, 29, 144-153 (Mar.-Apr., 1952).

This paper develops the theory of the monochromatic radio emission

of the galaxy, taking into account the extraordin;rily low kinetic
temperature of the interstellar gas in the H I zones. In directions
where the differential galactic rotation is not an important factor,
the contour of the line at I - 21 centimeters is datermined by the

individual velocities of clouds of interstellar gas. Although the
optical thlo as of the =aa in the direction of its center is very
great , nevertheless the observed half-vidth of this line makes i't
possible to estimate the total number of hydrogen atom; in a coluan of
unit cross Action extending across the entity galaxy. 41t is of the
order of ;0-Asper sqare centimeter. This permits us to conclude that
the total mass of the interstellar gas amounts to only a small
percentago of the total mass of the galaxy. The possibility of
observing t1e individual clouds of non-ionized interstellar hydrogen
is demonstzmt4.. The differential galactic rotation to a considerable
extent reners the pla transparent to 4.;be 21-centimeter wavelength
in a number of directions. If the abundance-ratio of deuterium to
hydrogen is more than 1/1000, it is to be expected that the radio
spectrum of the malaxe, in the direction toward the galactic center,

will exhibit an absorptibn line of deuterl'1; i a wavelength of
84.5 centimeters. A possibility of studying the isotopic composition
of the interstellar gas is thus revealed. (A)

B2-52-07 Shklovsky, I. S. "On the Nature of the Radio Radiation of
tb~e Galaxy" [In Russian], Astronomiheskii Zhurgal, 29, 418-449

(July-Aug., 1952).

Unsald's conclusion that the interstellar ionized gas contributes
little to the observed galactic radio radiation is rejected. The
radiation has two components: one component originates in the gas
and is apparent mostly on short wavelengths, the other originazwe
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in radio stars and is apparent mainly on lon wavelengths. The
division of the observed intensity of radio emission into these
components for different wavelengths and for different parts of
the sky is discussed. It is concluded that the secondary maxima in
Cygmxus, in Vela, and in the field around the anticenter are entirely
attributable to interstellar gas. The distribution of intensity
of the gas component also reveals certain features of the spiral
structure of our galaxy. From the distribution of the intensity
of the component that originates in radio stars, it is found that
the radio stars form a spherical system, their density in the center
being only 2.7 times greater than in the neighborhood of the sun.
Thus the spatial distribution of radio stars differs greatly from
that of all other known objects in the galaxy. The author presents
arguments for the assertion that the five brightest radio stare are
a special type of galactic object and probably unique. The total
number of radio stars in the galawq is derived; it greatly exceeds
the number of ordinary stars and th. masses of the radio stars must
therefore be small. (A; M.-.0.)

12-52-08 Shkloveky, I. S. "On the Spatial Distribution of the Sources
of the Galactic Radio UInesion" [In iuestan], Dgi. A•d_. _Awak
S. S. g. 1., 85, Ro. 6, 1231-1234 (1952).

The analysis of four papers (Piddington, 32-51-03; Bolton and Weet-
fold, 31-50-02; Allen and Gum, 31-50-011 Hey, Phillips, and Parson-;,
331-46-02) yields the following general characteristics of the iso-
totes of alactic radio emission: (1) the maximum of radio intensity
near the center of the =Iaxy, (2) three secondary maxima (two OaharpO"
ones in Cygnus and oela, and a flat one near the anticenter), and
(3) a considerable intensity near the galactic poles. The division
of radio emission into two components (ionized interstellar gas and
radio stars) nhows that the secondary maxima are of interstellar
origin. In the region of the galactic center the gasSO=S component
plays the main part Up to X - 300 centimeters. It follows that the
radio stars are not conooentrated in the plane of the galaxy, and that
their intensity oo•msnt in the center is only 4.4 times that in the
antloenter; the value of d(log n)/dR for radio stare is -0.056, i.e.,
about one-half of that for the Coepheids. [Be* also 32-52-07.

(PI 7.!chbMa

Z2-52-09 Vild, J. P. "The Radio--requency Line Spectrum of Atomic
Hydrogen an= its Applications in Astronomy s" A 115, 206-221
(Mar., 1952).

7ormulae are obtained for the frequencies, transition probabilities,
end notuml widths of the discrete lines of atomic hydrogen that fall
within the r@aio spectrum. luch lines are due to transitions within
either the fine structure or the hyperfine structure of the energy
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levels. The conditions necessary for the formation of observable
emission and absorption lines are examined. Thence an inquiry is
made into which of the hydrogen lines are likely to be observable
from astronomical systems. It is found that the sun may give a
detectable absorption line at about 10,000 Mc./s., corresponding

to the 22SI/2 - 22?3/2 fine-structare transition, but that other

solar lines are not likely to be observable. 7rom the interstellar
gas, the emission line already observed (i.e., the 142OKc./B,
hyperfine-structure line) is probably the only detectable hydrogen
line. The importance of this line in the study of the interstellar
gas is discussed. Some general conclusions are drawn from the
preliminary evidence regardinig the motion and kinetic temperature
of the regions of un-ionized hydrogen. The radio data are used to
obtain a measure of the product of "galactic thickness" and averagit
hydrogen concentration. (A)

B2-52-10 Vouthuysen, S. A. "On the Excitation Mechanism of the 21 cm
Interstellar Hydrogen Emission Line," Fnyeica, 18, 75-76 (Jan.,
1952).

The absorption and re-emission of Lyman-oK resonance radiat ion trapped
in H I regions of interstellar space cause a redistribution of
the two components of the ground state of the atom and establish
equilibilxm between the internal and translational degrees of freedom.
The relative populations of the two hyperfine-structure levels
depend on the shape rather than the intensity of the spectrum of the
Lyman- 0radiation. This shape will be that of the Planck spectrum
for the kinetic temperature of the cloud, and the kinetic temperature
will then become the "Population temperature." [See also B2-52-11.]

(M.S.C.)

B2-52-1I Wouthuysen, S. A. "[Abstract: ] On the Excitation Mechanism of
he 21-cm (Radio-Frequency) Interstellar Hydrogen Imission Line,"

Astronomical Journal, 57, 31-32 (Apr., 1952).

"The mechanism proposed here in a radiative one: as a consequence
of absorption and re-emission of Lyman-cXresonance radiation, a
redistribution over the two hyperfine-structure components of the
ground level will take place. Under the assumption -- here certainly
permitted - that induced emissions can be neglected, it can easily
be sbown that the relative distribution of the two levels in question,
under stationary conditions, will depend solely on the shape of
the radiation spectrum in the Lx region, and not on the absolute
intensity. ... , e conclusiGn is that the resonance radiation provides
a lone-range interaction between gas atoms, which forces the internal
(spin-)degree of freedom into thermal equilibrium with the thermal
motion of the atoms*" [See also 22-52-10.]

(20irst and last paragraphs only reproduced in bill)
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B2-52-12 Wyatt, Stanley P., Jr. 0 Abstract: ] A Radio Model of the
Galax,'" Astronomlcal Jourall, 57, 168-169 (Oct., 1952).

Badio isophotes determined by blolton and Vestfold at 100 Mc./s. are
aMny.vdL on the assmgtions that the radio galaxy is axially symmetric
and that it is trnsprent at I00 Me./*. The density function in the

alWactic p is found to be approximately Gaussian with the sharpest
decay in the regions two to four kiloparsecs from the center. Super-
posed on this are a constant component with brightness temperature
ab•it 46O0K and an asymetric component in the anticenter directions.
On the assumption that the density distribution in the s-direction
follows a Gaussian law, tb, decay rate for the nuclear Pari of the
0alaxy is five times as rapid at right angles to the galactic plane
as in the plane, and. for the solar neighborhood three times as rapid.
Only a small part (,f the constant 450 excess can be attributed to
other galaxies radiating like our owni (M.S.O.)

See alac: A2-52-05, BI-52-03, 31-52-06, 3l-52-07, BI-52-08, Cl-52-02,
and 01-52-10.
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Wave- ihrequenc v
length ( rc.is.)

10". S. 1. x(. o., Au-tralla .. ....................................................... CI-157-12

21 cr. C. S. I. it. 0., Australia ................................................ a I- 0- 1 Cl-5 -12

1.4 m. Cavendish Laboratory, Great Britain .......... CI-52-041 Cl-52-06, CI-52-06, CI-52-15, L-W-C3

1.9 a. J~nvprslty .f Manchester, Great Britain ........................ c-r-• . .-- 3, Cl-5;-13

2.4 r. University of Mar.chester, Groat ar.tain ........................................... l-5-

2.5 a. University of ganc.p-3ter, Great briAin ........................................ C-

3.C a. 1S2 J. Z. I. R. 0., ALsmali, ............... A ............. 1---CI, Cl- 2-(4, C'-1C', ".1-•-11

Cavendish Liboratiry, Groat Britain. .C1-52-06, CI-'-O•, Cl-ý2-14' Cl- -", -
.unirersitv of !Urchpster, Groat Britain ...................... Cl1-2..•, CI-52-Cl'. Cl-r2-t>

t.7 m. Cavo-dish Laboratory, Great Britain ............................... - - .-

A A. Cavendish Laboratory, Grtat jrlt4 in ............................. Cl-2-Ci, C1-!2-Ck, X--2-c3

16 -. C. AI. . 0., Australia ........................................... .. C1-52-10, U-52-06

'Ia

*Prsitive r-sulIta are indica~.d by solid lines, n•p~ve -"anlts t'y dotted lines. For fwrther ex;leuletiAn aee pegs _•.
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01-52-01 Bracewell, Ronald. "Radio Stars or Radio Nebulae? , bser"L-
tory, 72, 27-29 (Feb., 1952).

(tservatioms by B. Y. Mills, indicating the existence of two discrete
radio sources (in Sagittarius and Vela) with angular extensions
of about 351, raise the question whether all discrete sources are
"radio nebulae." ,The principle of the apparatus used by Mill. is
explained and characteristics of an extended discrete source in
Cygnus, as determined by Piddington and Minnett (see 01-52-121,
are briefly described. (M.S.C.)

01-52-02 Brown, R. Hanbury, and Hazard, C. "Uxtra-Galactic Radio-
Frequency Radiation," Phil- VA., 43, 137-152 (Feb., 1952). Re-
printed as Astrnn. Contrib. U. Man. II, Jodrell Bank Reprint, No. 61.

It has been shown previously that radio-frequency radiation is being
received on the earth from the extragalactic nebula IGO 224 (1 31).
This paper reports some initial attempts to extend the measurements
of extragalactic radio radiation at a wavelength of 1.89 meters.
A radio survey was made of three bright nebulae (in addition to
NGC 224) and three radio sources were associated with them. The
radio intensity to be expected from eight of the major clusters of
nebulae was calculated and two of the clusters were surveyed and
identified with radio sources. For a selected regien of the sky an
attemt wa made to predict the irregularities in the radio ieophotes
corresponding to large-scale irregularities in the distribution
of extragalactic nebulae. The" predictions were compared with
radio observations of the region, and. it is shown that there is a
correlation between the radio isophotes and the distribution of
extragalactic nebulae. A preliminary examination was made of the
relation between the apparent photographic magnitude and the apparent
radio agnitude of the nebulae. The results seagest that there is a
definite relationship •.4, that the apparent photographic magnitude
increases more rapidly than the apparent radio magnitude. (A)

01-52-03 Brown, R. Hanbury, and Hazard, C. 'Radio-Frequency Radiation
from Tycho Brahees Supernova (A. D. 1572)," lat ur, 170, 364-365
(Aug. 30, 1952). Reprinted as Astron. Contrib. U. Man. II, Jodrell
Seprint, No. 72.

A number of localized sources were detected in the course of a
detailed survey of the radiation at 158.5 Mc./s. from the region of
the sky lying within the field of view of the 218-foot paraboloid at
the Jodrell Pank Ixpertmental Station. One of the sources tkgrees in
position with the supernova of 1572 and is tentatively identified as
its renant. In contrast to the Crab Nebula, which is believed to be
the remnant of the supernova of 1054 and has previously been iden-
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tift" as a radio souroe, the remnant of the supernova of 157? has not
ben observed optically. T two radio sources differ in intensity by
about 2.5 magnitudes, as did the apparent visual magnitudes of the
two supernov at maatiu brightness, but the remnants dliffer by at
least 6 magnitudes in integrated photographic magnitude. No radio
source has yet been detected. at the position of the other supernova
(that of 16%) known to have occurred in the galaxy. (M.S.C.)

01-52-04 Brown, R. Hanbury, Jennison, R. C., and Das Gupta, N. K.;
Mille, B. T.; Smith, 7. G. "Apparent Angular Sizes of Discrete
Radio Sources,* fatroi, 170, 1061-1065 (Dec. 20, 1952). Yirst

part reprinted as Astron. Co trib. U. Man. Ii Jodrell Bank Reprint,

No. 76.

The results of three separate experimental investigations of the

innglar sizes of discrete radio sources are presented. Interferometer

techniqtus with a variety bf antonna spacings were used in all cases.
The two most intense sources were observed at the Jodrell Bank
Experimental Station at a frequency of 125 Mc./s. with antennas
spaced, along four different base lines; they were found to have
apparent angular sizes of the order of a few minutes of arc. The
source in Cygnus was found to be markedly asymmetrical in angular
si*o, that in Cassiopeia roughly symmetrical. In Anstralia, the
effective sizes of Cygnus A, Taurus A, Virgo A, and Centaurus A
were Ba"d in the east-west direction at a frequency of 100 Nc/s.

Values of 1.1, 4', 5', and 6' respectively were obtained. Previously
1aggssted identifications of these sources with certain nebulae are
confirmed by the fact that in all four oases the dimensions of the

madi and optial objects are comparable. At the Cavendish Laboratory
the intense sources in Cygnus and Cassiopeia were measured at a

wavelongth of 1.4 meters. The results wore consistent with tb)ee to
b. expected from uniformly bright disks having diameters of 3-5 and
5.5 respectively. (K.$ .c.)

C1-52-09 Burrows, K., and Little, C. G. "Simultaneous Observations of

badio Star Scintillations on Two Widely •paced Frequencies," Astron
0 ont rib. U. Man. I, Jodrell Bank Annals, 1, 29-35 (Dec-, 1952).

Observations of the scintillation of a radio star were made sixal-
taneously at frequencies of 81.5 and 118.5 Mc./*. The average croses-
correlation coefficient between the scintillation records on the
two frequencies was 0.61, with a standard deviation of 0-13. No
voettel iarlation of crose-correlation coefficient with fluctuation
rate or source elevation wa foun; the correlation showed a ten ency
to decreae with increasing amplitude of fluctuations. The experi-
mental results are in general agreeoment with previous observations
in Ingland, but 4t not a&ree with earlier observations in Australia.

(A)
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01-52-06 Hwevish, A. "The Diffraction of Galactic Radio Waves as a
Method of Investigating the Irregular Structure of the Ionosphere,$

Prec.f . o A, 214P 494-514 (Oct. 9, 1952).

The amplitudes of the radio waves received from a radio star at two
points separated by about 1 kilometer were studied and compared.
The results iniicate that the variations of phase and amplitude at
one point can bo ascribed to the steady drift of an irregular wave-
pattern over the ground. It is shown how the structure and movement
o f the wave-pattern can be deduced from the observations. The
irregular wave-pattern across the ground can be thought of as a
diffraction pattern produced by the passage of the waves through
a portion of the ionosphere whvih imposes irregular changes of phase
on it, and it is shown how the ionospheric characteristics can
be deduced. The ionospheric Irregularities are shown to have a
lateral extent of the order 2 to 19 kilometers, and a variation
of electron consent of about 5 x 10 electrons per square centi-
meter. It is deduced that the irregularities are at a height of
about 400 kilometers. They are most pronounced around midnight and
exhibit little annual variation. The irregular portion of the
ionosphere moves with a steady wind-like motion with a velocity
of the order 100 to 300 maters per second. The velocity decreases
after midnight, and large velocities are associated with periods of
magnetic disturbanoe. (A).

0C-52-07 Little, C. G., and Maxwell, A. "Scintillation of Radio Stare
Darlr h=-oe and Magnet ic Stormoe J. Atsos. Terr. Phys, 2, No. 6,
356-360 (1952). Reprinted as Astron.. Contrib. U. Man. II, Jodrell
Bank 1&print, No. 73.

During w.Tvtm, the scintillations of radio stars are, on the average,
four tImes morm rapid than during normal condit ions. This increase in
the scintillation rate is believed to result from a fourfold increase
in the steady drift motion of the ionospheric irregularities which
cau2e the scintillations. More generally, it ie found that the
scintillation rate, and the velocity of the ionospheric irregu-
larities, are approximately proportional to the K index of geomagnetic
activity. (A)

01-l52-08 Machin, 1. 1., and Smith, F. G. "Occultation of a Radio Star
by the Solar Corona," hLWO, 170, 319-320 (Aug. 23, 1952).

Interfercaeters of large resolving power were use• for measuring the
intetiti1 of ntdlatIon at 210, 81.5, and 38 Mc./s. from the radio star
in Taurus (05.01) during a close passage of the sun in the period
Janie 5-20, 1952. The occulting effect of the solar corona could be
accurately observed only at the two lover frequencies sinee a small
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smnpot c•aused disturbances at 210 Mc./s. At both 81.5 and 38 Mc./sB
the records showed a reduction of amplitude when the separation of
tbe *an's center from the radio star was ten times the angular radius
of the sun's visible disk, a separation considerably greater than
that fr vhich an observablo effect bad been predicted. The reduction
could be attributed either to an actual decrease of flux density at
the earth, or to an increase of the apparent angular diameter of the
radio star possibly due to irregularities of electron density in the
outer corona. The observations at 38 Mc./s. are consistent with an
increase of apparent diameter from 151 to 45' as the separation
decreased from 10 to 4.5 solar radii. The -,rresponding figures for
81.5 Mc./s. are 8' and 25'. (M.S.C.)

01-52-09 Mzwell, A., and Little, 0. G. "A Radio-Astronomical Investi-
ation of Vinds in the Upper Atmosphere,* bture, 169, 746-747
May 3, 1952). Reprinted as Avtron. Contrib. LT. Man. II, Jodrell

Bank Reprint, No. 68.

Fluctuations of t~e radiation at 80 Mc./s. from the intense radio
stars in Cygnus and Cassiopeia were observed with three receivers
arranged triangularly at spacings of approximately 4 kilometers.
%all displaoements in the times of occurrence of individaal fluctua-
tions at the various stations indicated the drift on the ground of
the diffraction pattern produced by irregularities in the F-region
of the ionosphere and from this the horizontal component of the
ionospheric motion was deduced. The 1-region irregularities were
fomd to have a steady translational movement with an average velecity
of approximately 350 kilometers per second and with the prevailing
direction towards the west. Observations at low angles of elevation
(which were carried out in May and June, 195k, and pertained to
ionospheric conditions at a mean latitude of 60 N) yielded a lower
mean velocity towards a more northward direction than observations
near the zenith (which were carried out in September and October,
1951, and pertained to latitude 53 1). Usually the direction of
movement remained steady for many hours but on two occasions it wits
observed to ohange by 1400 within an hour. The rate of fluctnation
beers a 1iner relationship to the velocity of the diffrat.tson pattern
across the ground and the variations in this rate are therefore due
to changes in the velocity rather than the size of the 7-region
irregularities. (M.S.C..)

01-52-10 Mills, B. T. "The DIstribution of the Discrete 8ourcei of
Cosmic Radio Radiation,' Aust. J. 821. Res. A, 5, 266-287 (June,
1952), and correction, Aus. I.J. qys., 6, 125 (Mar., 1953).

Seventy-seven discrete smroes of cosmic radio radiation were observed
at a frequency of 101 Mc./s, with a Michelson-type interferometer
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equipped with a sensitive receiving oystem. The positions of the

sources are given to sufficient accuracy for statistical analysis,
and their galactic distribution is examined. It is found that the

distribution can be explainds on the assumption that the sources can

be separated into two major classes, one having a high degree of

galactic concentration and the other having a random distribution.

The possible identification of the sources with various types of

astroncucal objects is discussed., and it '.a concluded that, although

some of the evidence is suggestive, it is insufficient for any

positive conclnsions to be formed. (A; M.S.C.)

Cl-52-11 Mills, B. T. 'The Positions of Six Discrete Sources of Cosmic

Radio Radiation,* Aust. J. Sci. Re. A, 5, 456-463 (Sept., 1952).

Accirate positions were measured at a frequency of 100 Mc./s. for the

following six discrete sources of cosmic 'adio radiation: Cygnus A,

Csntums A, Tirp A, wmirm A, Hydra A, and Fornax A. Syitematic and

randca errors influencing the observations are discussed. Three of

the sources, Taurus A, Centaurus A, and Virgo A, were previously

identitfled with rAbmlm by Doltan, Stanley, and Flee; these identifi-

cations aper to be confirmed. It is also found that Oentaurus A and

Yornax A have measurable angular sizes (about ?). (A; M.S.C.)

01-52-12 Piddington, J. -. , and Xinnet, H. 0. 'Radio- Prequency Radi-

ation from the Constellation of Oygnus,0 Aust. J. Si. Res. A, 5,
17-31 (mar., 1952).-

Obeerntims, at frequncies of 1210 and 3000 Mc./s., of the radiation
from a portion of the constellation of 0ygnus are described. Two

s es of radiation were observed at the lover frequenoy, one being

the well-known 'radio star,* Cygnus A. The other was a diffuse

source of limited extent which might be called a *radio nebula.'

Neitheor source could be observed at the higher frequency. The

properties of both soarces, psrtiemlsrly their Opectra, are disusseod

and it is shown that earlier dtiscrepancies in observations of the

Cygnus region may be explained. The diffuse source coincides in

position with the secondary maximu in the lover frequency galactic

contours, which Bolton and Voetfold (B1-50-02, R2-50-02) have inter-

preted as a spiral arm of the Vaaxy. The new evidence suggests
that the source ts probably due to thermal emission from clouds of

ionized interstellar gas, possibly in the region of ni am
having a temperature and electron density of the order of 10' 0 and

10 per cubic centimeter respectively. (A)

01-52-13 iqal Astronamical Society. 'NMeeting of the Royal Astronomical

Society at Leeds [July 25, 1952)," Obsea orylirz, '2l, 183-191 (Oct.,
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1952). Eiitesrial Pertaining to extraterrestrial radio noise on pages
184~-185.1

Papers presented and. discussed at the meeting includ~ed. an account by
R. Eanbury-Brown of a r*41o survey of a portion of the Milky Way.
Prom observations made with the 218-:foot paraboloid at the Jodrell
Bank Uxperimeuital Station, he and CC.] Hazard obtained radio is*-'
ph~otos over a 2hp-dogres band of declination extending from Perseus
to Cygnus. Among the localized sources detected was one tentatively
identified as the remnant of the supernova, of 1572. [See also
C1-52-03-1 (M.S.C.)

01-52-14 Smith, 7. G. "Ionospheric Refraction of 81.5 Nc/s Radio Waves
from homdio Stars," J7. Amuos. Ten'. Thys.., 2, No.- 6. 350--355 (1952).-

Ionospheric refraction of radio waves from. radio stars way cause
variations in. the apparent right ascensions of the stars because of
horizontal gradients in the total ionization of the ionosphere.
These gradients occur during the normal eliu~rnal changes of the
7-region, and observations of their magnitude allow an estimate
to be made of the to~tal ionization of the 9tLregion, Including the
part above the maximum of ioaization deasity. An account is given
of measurements of the refraction of 81.5 Mec/@- radio waves from
four radio stars. The results are coripared with calculations made
from the results of Ionospheric soundings, and they are found to be
in agreement if certain plausible aargomtions are made c-About the
distribution of electrons in the 1.-region. (A)

01-52-15 Smith, 7. G. "The Measuremosnt of the AngulJar Diameter of
Radio Stars," Proc. Phys. Bo., 65, 971-980 (Dec. 1. 1952).

A1 new method of tisiag interferoneters to measure the diameters of
radio stars is described. The, vth~ol im based on the use of the
phase.-sowitching system, and. has rieveral practical advantages over
previous methods. Measuremen~ts which were sadoe on the radio star
(23.01) in Cassiopeia, Indicate that the~radio star has an an~alar
diameter of about 51, the exact value depending on the diet ributloa
of brightness across the str~r. A gaseou~s nebula reported by Baade,
In the same position as the radio star, has about the swm diameter.
Sowme uasurements were alto made on the radio star (1901) in Oygnrus,
and. this star appears to have an angular diameter of about 31. (A)

see also: 1-5Z-03, *-52-06, and *-52-1l.
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C2-52-01 JochnZdesk, ZAvil. "Radio Waves from Ixtregalactic Nebulae'" 'In
Czech], M{el 9%4 33, 61-64 (Mr. 1952).L

A brief review of early observations &ad attempted interpretations
of galactic radio radiation is followed by a sumary of the known
information c~,ncerning discrete radio sources. For thirteen of
the sources located 1by lyle, Smith, iknd. humors E[see (7-50-04].
identification* with visually observable celestial bodies (including
two novae, one planetary nebula, and ten extragalactic nebulae) are
suggested. Puzzuling considerat ions affoc~ting the interpretation of
the nature of radio sources are enumerated. (M -S.C.)

02-52-02 "Identification of lixtended Radio Sources" [Section of the
report of the Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories] (In Carnegie
Institution of Washington. Year Book Jo. 51. July 1. l954-Ju-ne 30.
19192. vwashington, Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1952. pages
1&- 15.-) %

Identifications of three cosmic radio sources with astronomical
objects are reported. Miakowski found that Puppis A corresponds
in position to a mass of peculiar filaments having,ý random velocit ies
of ±50 kilometers per second and Baads identified Cassiopeia A with
the center of a very remarkable emission no'buht,. 1S the poaition. of
Cygnus A, Baado found a very queer object that can be Interpreted
as two extragalactic nebulae in collision. The object has a strong
emission spectrum with a red shift of 16500 kilometers per second.
In each of the thre cases the rscaio and optical objects have similar
diamet eres.M...

02-52-03 Kahn, F. D. "On Some Possible Mechanisms of Radio Stars.
I. The Crab Nebula," 5~,llN ., 514-517 (1952),. Reprirted
as Astron. Conitrib. U.&n III, No. 6.

It io as@=@ , first, that the ratio noise emitted by the Crab Nebula
Is,** to the deflection of fast electrons (with a velocity of about
10""' centimeters pair soaoidY In fields of force with atomic disear-
sions. The total emerv output necessary for t his process is f ound to
be improbably large. It is further shown that it is not possible to
apuIain the observed intenity of radio noise by freg-free truMeitions
due to electrons with thermal velocities only.()

02-52-04~ Shklovsky, I. S. *On the Nature of the Radio Star SailssionO
[In Russian), Doki. Mkad. 11=k S. S. S. k., 859 No- 31 509-512
(1952).

It has previously been shown (Gse 32-52-07) that radio stars are of
two Wetfl (1) intense ones that are few in number and. are associated
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with the alactic equator or with particular galactic nebulae, and
(2) "ordinaryw ones that are more numerous than optical stars,
ari not concentrated toward the galactic equator, and show little
concentration toward the galactic center. The hypothesis that the
radiation of radio stars is produced by retardation of electrons
in interstellar magnetic fields is applicable to radio stare of the
first type only. For radio stare of the second type this mechanism
would yield a much higher comentratien of radio emission to the zone
of the Milky Vay than is observed. These "ordinary" radio stars
are considered to be stars of a special kind that have low optical
luminosities and imnll msses and are generators of cosmic rays. The
retardation of protons in strong magnetic fields in their atmospheres
is sugested as the mechanism of their radio emission. The required
concentration of relativistic protons is calculated and found to
be extremely high. Radio stare of the first type are tentatively
interpreted as former or fature, apernovae, objects which, according
to a concept advanced by Mustel, have enormous masses that cause
their radiation to be shifted gravitationally to extremely longwavelentthb. (M.S.C.)

C2-52-05 SklWsky, I. S., and Kholopov, P. N. "Identification of the
Nebula JQC 1316 with the Radio Star in the Constellation Fernax"' [In
Russian], 4g•ronomicheskii Tsirkuliar (Akadesiia lauk S. S. S. R.
Biuro Astr onomicheskikh Soobshchenii), No. 131, 2-3 (Oct. 31, 1952).

The nebu3la C 1316 is similar in appearance to the nebula 1GC 5128,
which bas been identified as a strong source of radio emission. Thug
it is reasoable to think that the radio star observed at 3 llm, -.36
(,ee Cl-50-06) is identical with N0C 1316 whose coordinates are
3 2o.8, -37 24', since thg error in the position of a radio star
may easily be as large as 2 . (N:.N.T.)

C2-52-06 Shklovsky, I. S., and Parenago, P. P. "Identification of the
Supernova of A.D. 369 with a Powerful Radio Star in Cassiopeia' [In
Russian], 4Atro,-icheskii Teirkuliar (Akademiia Nauk S. ,. S. 3.
Biuro AstronoxicheMkh Soobshoehenii) No - 131, 1-2 (Oct. 31 P 1952).

A comparison of positions of novae published by Lundmark in 1921
with positions of recently di~covered radio stare indicateb that a
very powerfal radio star at 23 21 12, o-580 32' (see 01--51-08 and
K-52-02) is situated close to the place where a *novas wee observed
during six months of A.D. 369. The star ieached0 a maximum magitude
of-•, and its probable coordinates were 0 +_, +60 +. The discrepancy
of is not larp if one takes into account that no accurate position
of the star was recorded at the tint of i s appearance. Lundmark
lists another star in the position 0", +64 , which was recorded in
A.D. 945, but he considers its appearance as quite uncertain; its
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mgnitude ws not recorded. The authors think that if interstellar
absorption in taken into account, the maxinm aagnitude of the "novae
of A.D. 369 must have been at least -7, vhich puts it in the class
of supertovae. (NIA.N.V.)

See eleo: A2-52-03, B2-52-07, B2-52-08, Cl-52-02, 01-52-03, Cl-52-04,
c1-52-06, 01-52-07, 01-52-09, 01-52-10, 01-52-11, 01-52-12, C1-52-13,
Cl-52-14, 01-52-15, 1-52-02, 3-52-01, 1-52-03, *-52-05, M-52-06,
M-52-08, 14-52-14, and R-52-20.
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K-52-O] Mach:in, K. E., Ryle, M., and Vonberg, D. D. "The Design of e.n
Equipment for Measuring Small Radio-Frequency Noise Powers," Prop.
1. 3. Z. i11, 99, 12 7-134 (May, 1952).

The design of an equipmert for the continuous recordine of the very
small radlo-frequencp noise powers received from the sun and the
galaxy is discussed. It is first shown how a noise power can be
described in terms of an equivalent temperature, and how cable

attenuation affects the noise power measured at the end of an antenna
feeder. The fundamentals of the measurement of noise power are
considered; it is shown thai ih= m .±. i;ctable power is deter-
tuined by the receiver noise and by the ratio of input and output
barnuwidths of the receiver. The practical difficulties inherent in
the measurement have been overcome by the design of a self-balancing
equipment in which a locally generated noise power is continuously
ad~usted to equality with the incoming power. A .z..cription of such
an equipment is given; the design of the radio-frequency switch, the
local noise source, the receiver, and the control circuits for the
noise source are considered in some detail. The performance of the
equipment is analyzed in terms of its accuracy, its response to a
step function of input, and the fluotuations of its output indication.
Experimental determinations of the performance are found to compare
reasonably well with theory. (A)

X-52-02 Royal.Astroncical. Society, "Moeting of the..Roynl Autronnuica:
Soocety [May 9, 1952],' Observtory, 72, 98-106 (June, 1952).
[Material pertaining to extraterrestrial radio noise on pages 93-
101.]

F. 0. Smith presented a paper in which he suggested and disousseea
three nrw methods for determining the position of a radio star. [For
a full account see K-52-04.] After the positions of the four major
radio stare bad 1%esn determined by these methods (see 01-51-08]. a
small nebulous object was found by Dewhirst near the radio source in
Cassiopeia (see 02-51-01]. This object was subsequently identified
by Baade as a brtwht )mot in a ring-shapid nebulosity whose center
coincides exactly with the source. (M.S.C.)

1-52-03 Ryle, X. "A New Radio Interferometer and its Application
to the Observatton of Weak Radio Stars,' PrA9. Roy.q A, 211,

351-3r, (Mar. 6, 1952).

A new type of radio interferometer has been developed which has a
number of important advantages over earlier systems. Its use enables
the radiation from a weak "point" source such as a radio star to be
recordect independently of the radiation of much greater intensity
from an extended source. It is therefore pusuible to use a very much
greater recorder sensit•vity than with earlier methods. It is, in
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addition, possible to use pre-amplifiers at the antennas, and the
resol"ring power which may be used is therefore not restricted by
attenuation in the antenna cables. Besides improved sensitivity,
the nv, system has a nmber of other advantages, particularly for the
accurate determination of the position of a radio source. Unlike
earlier systems the accuracy of position finding is not seriously
affected by rapid variations in the intensity of the radiation. It
also has important applications to the nasurement of the angular
di•qneter and polarization of a weak source of radiation. The new
system has been used at wavelengths of 1.4, 3.7, 6.7, and 8 meters
for the detection and accurate location of radio stars, and for the
investigation of the scintillation of radio stars. It has also been
used in a numbsr of special experiments on the radiation from the
sun. The results obtained in these experiments have confirmed the
advantages predicted analytically. (A)

X-52-04 Smith, 7. G. "The Determination of the Position of a Radio
Star," M. N., 112, No. 5, 497-513 (1952).

A number of new methods of using spaced-antenna interferometers to
determine the position of a radio star have been devised, and their
accuracies are here compared with those of methods which have already
been use&. The new methods are particularly applicable to the
accurate determination of the positions of a small nuaber of the
most intense radio stars. The apparent position of a radio star
as determined by all amh methods will differ from the true position
because of various refraction effects in the earth's a~tmosphero; the
megntuad of thwse effects at various wavelengths is estimated. It is
shown that the results may be confused by the simultaneous reception
of radiation from other nearby radio stars, and the resulting error
is discussed. (A)

K-52-05 teinberg, J. L. "Lee 16cepteure do Bruits Radio6lectriquee,*
Ondeo rectrioue, 32, 445-454, summarized in French and 3nilish on
" a•LM a 9and 30 respectively, (Nov., 1952); and 519-526, smmarisod
in Frnch and igitsh on pages 469 and 470 respectively, (Dec., 1952).
(I. "Mesure des Tempiratures au Moyen du Rayonnement Thermique en
Hyperfr6quences"; II. 07luctuations de Gain dane lee Radiomltres
Amploi d'une Modulation.") [Part III published in 1953.]

After setting out the differences between receivers designed for
signals and receivers desigaod to pick up noise (for e.xaple, as used
in radio astronomy), Part I goes on to examine the conditions that
lead to the higest sensitivity for the measurement of temperatures.
In particular, Part I examines the relationship between the noise
•kctor and the bandwidth, the effect of losses in the antenna system,
the choice of tubes, and the choice of output measuring equipment.
Part II discusses the effective level of fluctuations at the output
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of a noise receiver. This level1 is higher than would seem to be
i ndicated by theory, particularly in the low-frequency part of
the f1uctuation spectrum. An analysis is given of methods using
an audio-frequency modulation intended to avoid these abnormal
fluctuations. The frequency spectrum of the abnormal fluctuations
i a examined; it extends up to several hundreds of cycles. The
experimental results are discussed. (A)

K-52-06 Vitkevich, V. V. 'Measurement of the Intensity of the Ra&io
Eadiation of Cosmic Sourcoss [In Russian], Astronomicheekii Zhurnal,
29., 14-~24 (Jan.-Yeb. o 1952).

The folloving topics are discussed in some detail: (1) the antenna
temperature, (2) the compensating method of measurement and its
menitivity- (3) the modlation method and its possibilities, (4) the
intensities of the radio radiat ion of the sun, the moon, the galaxy,
and the radio stars, and (5) equipment for the reception of radio
radiation of cosmic sources. (M.S.C.)

X-52-07 YTitkevich V. V. "The Interference Method in Radio Astronomy"
[In Russian], Astrononicheakii Zhurnal, 29, 4•5O-4 62 (July-Aug.,
1952).

The anthor examines various details in the principle of the inter-
feraem method and outlines applications of the method to: (1) deter-
uination of the coordinates of the emitting object; (2) study of the
distribution of the radio brigIhtness of 'the sun; (3) study of the
pDlarimtion of radio emission; and (4) observation of the occultation
of a radio star by the solar corona, from which may be deduced
informa'.on concerning the coronal refraction, electron density,
temperature, and magnetic field. (M.S.C.)

K••52-08 Vitkevich, T. T. "An Uxperimntal Method of Determining the
Coordinates of Bursts of Radio Imission" DIn Russian], Dokl. Akad.
vauk S. S . s. R -. v 86, No . 1 39- 42 (1952) .

The two-humped shape characterizing certain non-polarized bursts of
molar radio emission has been attributed to the reception of bo'h a
direct pulse and its echo reflected from the region of the corona
where the refractive index is near ,ro. If this explanation is
cwrrct, aunh barsts cn provide a means of investigating the corona.
A proposed interference system for detemining the coordinates of a
burst is described and the sensitivity of the aplaratns for the
receptio4 of separate short pulses is discussed. At centimeter
wavelengths, the apparatus should permit the recording of pulses
havtC durations of a eeconti and intensities approximately 10 percent
aboRe the b.*ground solar radio emission. At meter wavelengths, the
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observable intensities would be several times groater than those at
cent imeter wavelengths. (M.S.C.)

1-52-09 Vitkevich, V. V. "Experimental Possibilities of Observing
the Monochromatic Radio Radiation of the Galaxy" [In Russian],
Astronomicheskii Zhurnal, 29, 532-537 (Sept.-Oct,, 1952).

A new system for the reception of the monochromatic radio radiation
of the galaxy is described, and the sensitivity of the apparatus is
calculat6d. The author's anticipations concerniig the scientific
value of observations of this radiation are indicated. (M.S, C.)

1-52-10 Williamson , Ralph E. "[Abstract: ] Limitations in Measuring
the Distribution of Galactic Radiation by Radio Telescopes," Astro--
nomical Journal, 57, 168 (Oct., 1952).

A theoretical and computational investigation of properties of
the one-dimensional form of the integral equation expressing the
relationship between the power distribution as observed by a radio
telescope, the antenna pattern, and the true dist•ribution of the
intensity of radio-frequency radiation indicatet that: (1) the
amount of information obtainable about the true distribution of
intensity is seriously limited, and (2) a new, extensively tested
reduction procedure is more accurate than the iterative method of
analysis, and some twenty times as fast. (1.S.0.)

See also: BI-52-05 and 01-52-15.
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M-52-01 Daniels, Fred B. "Acoustical Inergy Generated by the Ocean
Waves," Jourl of the Acoustical Society of America, 24, 83 (Jan.,
1952).

An estimate of the order of magnitude of the acoustical energy
generate& by ocean wvaes indicates that this energy is large enough
to cause an appreciable heating effect at ionospheric levels, where
most of it is absorbed, Using data obtained from surface measurements
of thu pTessure amplitude, it is found that relative density changes
of the' order of 1 percent occur at ionospheric levels, and the
suggestion is made that the "twinkling" of cosmic sources of radio
waves is' a result ol" this phenomenon. (A)

M,-52-02 Daudin, Alice, and Daudin, Jean. 'Our la Variation Galactique
des PAYons Coeques," Comptes Rendus, 234, 1551-1553 (Apr. 7, 1952).

Air showers of cosmic rays, recorded over a period of three years,
show a sidereal variation corresponding to the variation of galactic
radio omission and suggesting that the more energetic primaries have
a galactic origin. (14.S.0.)

M-52.•03 Douglas, A. Vibert. "Zighth General Assembly of the Inter-
national Astronomical Union," J. R. A. S. C., 46, 217-221 (Nov.-
Dec., 1952). [Material pertaining to extraterrestrial radio noise
on page 220.]

This account of the lighth General Asseably of the International
Astronomical Union includes a brief summary of reports on the posi-
tions and identifications of the Cassiopeia, and Cygnus radio sources
and on features of solar radio emission. (M.S.0.)

K-52-04 7[laz.rion], G. C. "Astronomie dej Domain. Un Radio-%Tlescope
G6ant,* Astronoiee, 66, 190 (May, 1952).

Plans for the construetion of a large radio telescope at the radio-
astronomical observatory at Jodrell Bank are briefly described. The
instriuent will have a diameter of 250 feet and will be mounted in
such a wWr that it can be directed tc) azw point in the sky. (M.S.C.)

M-52-.05 Ginsburg, V. L. "Interstellar Matter and Ionospheric Disturb-
ances Causing Scintillation of Radio Stare" [In Russian], Dakl.
Akad. N .uk, - So R. ., 84, Noo. 2, 245-248 (1952),

It has been sugpeted by Ryle and Hewish (see 01-50-03) that inter-
stellar matter undergoing gravitational attraction toward the sun
is the agncy responsible for initiating the ionospheric disturbances
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that cw-ne the scintillation of radio stars. The required density of
the interstellar matter is calcualated approximtely and found to be
compatible with known data. It is suggested that the hypothesis
may be tested by investigation of the screening effect that would
result from the interception of the stream of interstellar matter
by the moon. (M.S.C.)

M-52-06 International Scientific Radio Union (Union Radio Scientifique
Internet orale). Procpdin •. ol. 9 ([Xth] General Assembly held
in Sydney from August 11th to 21st, 1952), Fasc. 6, Commission V on
Hadio-Astronmy. Brussels, General Secretariat of U. r S. I., 1952.
86 pages.

In addition to minutes of the session* of Commission V held during
the Xth General Assebbly of the International Scientific Radio
Union, this document contains reports of National Committees and
of Sab-Comissions. The final -motion summarizes conclusions reached
in regard to various proposals. (M.S.C.)

M-52-07 "IRZ-URSI Fall Meeting, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. -
October 8-10, 1951: Summaries of Technical Pipers," Proc- It 1. 3.•
40, 106-.10 (Jan., 1952).

Brief sumaries of forty-three papers are given. Thqse that pertain
to extraterrestrial radio noise are as follows: "The World Chain of
Solar Radio Observatories" by A. H. Shapley; "The NU Fifty-foot
Microwave Telescope" 'by T. T. Haddock; "Radiation from Hyperfine
Levels of Interstellar Hydrogen' by H. I. Swon and I. M. Purcell;
"Solar Bursts and Coherent Ilectron Motions" by R. I. Williemson;
"18pe Charge Wave Amplification in Plasmas of Nomnifora snsityl by
H. K. Sen; "Moving Proinences and Solar Noise0 by H. K. Sen; "Solar
Noise Storms and Plasma Oscillations" by H. K. Sen; "The Role of
Plasma Oscillations in Solar Radio Noies Bursts" by J. 7einstein;
"The February, 1952 1clips, of the Sun" by J. P. Hagen, 7. T. Haddock,
and W. 0. Roberts; "Radio Measurements Planned for the Next Total
Solar Sclipse" by P. T. H1addock and J. P. Hagen; "Radio Astronomy
at Cornell University" by C. R. Burrows; "Observation of Active

Regions of the Sun by Radio Interferometer and Spectroheliographo by
H. W. Dodson and Lief Ovren; "An Application at 50 mc of a Theory of
RPdio Frequency Radiation from the Quiet Sun* by R. Z. Williamson
and 2. I. Reinhart; "Solar Radiation at a Wavelength of 3.15 cm" by
7. T. Haddock; "Outburst.4 of Solar Radiation Observed at 8.5 mm
Wavelength" by J. P. Hagen and N. Hepburn. (M.S.C.)

*-52-08 Kulikovsky. P. "The Vlghth International Astronomical Qonven-
tion" [In bUssian], AjtrtpAgihesk1i Khr , 29, 745- 760 (Nov.-Dee.,
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1952). [Material pertaining to extraterrestrial radio noise on pages
751 and 752.]

The author gime a detailed report of the meeting of the Tnternational
Astronomical Union held in Rome in 1952. The following papers
and communications on radio-astronomical subjects are among those
mentioned: a report by Oort concerning Muller's study of spiral
structure of the galaxy' from observations at 21-centimeter wave-
length, an account by k~le of determinations of the angular diameters
of tbo intense radio suroes in Gessiopoia and Cygnus, a cowunication
by Shklovsky concerning the Soviet research in radio astronomy,
and a paper by Baade describing optical objects identified with thesources in Cassiopeia and Cygnus. Baade' I description of the Cygnus
source as a pair of galaxies in collision at a relative velocity of
16500 kilometers peq, second aroused particular interest since it
contradicts the concept of radio sources as radio stare having small
masses and low temperatures. (M.S.C.)

M-52-09 "Large Radio Telescope Planned," J. B. A. A., 62, 241--242
(July, 1952).

A short description of a steerable radio telescope of 250-foot
aperture to be constructed at the University of Manches4er's research
station at Jodrell Bank is followed by a brief statement; of the types
of investigation for whidE the Instrument will be used. (M.S.O.)

M-52-10 Link,?. . clipsee Corezales des Radie6toilesew B. 0. A. 1. 0.
3, 6-12 (Jan. 31, 1952).

The pnotometric theory of eclipses of the moon is appliedd to eclipses
of radio stars by the solar corona. The possibilitieo of utilizing
this phenomenon for exploration of the corona are discussed and
the ephemeris of the eclipse of the radio star 05.01 in Taurus is
given. (A)

-4-52-'11 Mitra, A. P. "Study of the Ionosphere by ixtraterrestrial
Radio Waves," Indian Journal of PhbyIc, 26 (and Proeeee m of
the Indian Assoclation for the 0ultivation of Science,, 35), 495-511
(Oct., 1952).

The paper presentoe a oennecte& aceount of a novel nwA kod of studying
the ionosph•re in which the radio-frequency radiat',ons from extra-
terrestrial sources may be utilized. Four different types of measure-
ments on such waves are discussed for this purpose, namely (I) iono-
spheric refraction, (2) ionospheric attenuation, (3) twinkling of
radio stars, a4d (4) effects rf sudden ionospheric disturbances
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(SIDI a). The available experimental results are compared with
ionospheric theory and farther lines of investigation which might
profitably be followed are indicated. (A)

M-52-12 "Yew Radio-Telescope for the University of Manchester" (Section
of "News and Tiews#), 11tu1r, 169, 736 (May 3, 1952).

Announcement is made of the decision of the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research and the Nuffield, .oundation to provide the
Jodrell Bank Experimental Station with a steerable paraboloidal radio
telescope of 250-foot diameter. (M.S.C.)

yr-52-13 Pomerantz, X. A., and McClure, G. W. "[Abstract:] On the
Znhanced Primary 0osmio-Ray Intensity Associated with Solar Disturb-
"ances" hy R. 87, 240 (July 1, 1952).

Bursts of primary cosmio-ray intensity, recorded during balloon
flights at times when active regions were present on the sun, some-
times appeared to be correlated with the characteristics of the
200-megacycle radiation. (4.S.C..)

9-52-14 Righiini], G. "hldioatrononia' (Section of "LlOttava Assemble&
dell'Unione Astroncoica Internazionale in Roa" by G. Ri. and others),
Coelum, 20, 167-169 (Nov.-Dec., 1952).

A summary of the radio-astronomical ticusesions that formed a part
of the program of the lighth General Assembly of the International
Astronomical Union is followed by a short account of the Volta
Conference on "Probles of Solar Physics ." AmokZ the specific topics
mentioned are: the nei status of radi ) astronomy as an important field
of investigation, the nei for determining a "kadio-electric Wolf
nber," the establishment of a chain of radio observatories to patrol
the sun's activity, the relation between solar flares and solar
raedio emission, preliminary results of observations made during the
solar eclipse of lebruary 25, 1952, improved equipment for resolving
point sources of radio emission, the increased number of known radio
stars, problems concerning the nomenclatuxe of radio stars, new
identification* of the Cygnus and Cassiopeia radio stars with objects
observed. optically, the emission line of interstellar hydrogen in the
radio spectrum, new information concerning the solar temperature,
solar magntic phenolma, the diameter and form of the sun as observed
at radio wavelengths, and the observation of the occultation of a
radio star by the solar corona. (M S.C.)

1--52-15 Simpson, J. A., 7onger, W., and Wilcox, L. 'A 3 olar Component
of the Primary Cosmic Radiation," Phys. -v., 85, ,66- 368 (Jan. 15,
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Observations of the intensity of the nucleonic component of the
loN-energy primary cosmic radiation show a recurrent series of
maxima having a period of approximately 27 days. The maxima occur
at the times when active regions of the sun (defined as regions
producing intense coronal emission, flares, and enhanced radio
noise and bursts) are very close to the mun's central meridian.
There exists in addition an approximate correlation between thb
magnitude of solar activity and the observed changes of particle
Intensity. As an illustrative example, the neutron intensities
obtained at three stations are graphically compared with intcn-
sities of solar radiation at 2800 Mc./a. for the period July 1
to September 30, 1951. (M.S.GO.)

W-52-16 Simpson, J. A., 7onger, W., and Wilcox, L. "Ekbstract:]
kperimnts on the Solar-Produced Component of the Cosmic. Radiations ,"

PhX. Rev., 85, 720 (Feb. 15, 1952).

Time-dependent changes of the primary cosmic-ray radiations in the
low- and intermediate-energy range show 27-day periodic recurrences
associated with large disturbed regions on the sun. The regions
are identified by occurrences of solar radio noise bursts and visual
flare effects, [See also M-52-15.] (M.S.C.)
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R-52-01 AtanasiJevi4, Ivan. "'Vaijsjon lalio6lectrique de la libule-ase
d'Androx~de," Astronomie, 66, 133-135 (Apr., 1952).

The oeo* of Hanbry-Brown and Hazard in identifying and investigating
the radio emission from t'he Andromeda Nebula is described. The
probable deectability of radio emission from other external galaxies,
suggested by the observations of Ryle, Imith, and Ilmore, is briefly
discussed. (M.S'C.)

E-52-02 Behr, A., and Siedentopf, H. "Sonneniberwachung," Natur-
wissenschaften, 39, No. 2, 28-38 (Jan., 1952).

The types of phenomeLia that occur on the sun, as revealed by direct
observations, are described. A short summary of sowe of the characo-
teristics of solar radiation at radio frequencies is included.
Publications devoted wholly or in part to systematic presentations
of solar data are outlined. (M.S.C.)

R-52-03 Boulke, Jir(. 'Radio Astronomy" [In Czech], Yesmr, 31,
9-12 (Jan., 1952).

The author summarizes the information that has been obtained by
radio-astroncMtcal methods of investigation, especially as it pertains
to thi, sun ant to meteors. (M.S.C.)

R-52-04 Cauannes, J. 'Lee Progris RUcents do 1'Astronomie," Astroy-
onie, 66, 295-302 (JulY-Aug., 1952).

Success'ie developments in the investigation of galact5c radio
emission and solar radio emission, beginning with the original
discoveries, are summarized, and. sie of the unsolved problems
in radio astronomy are briefly discussed. The importance of the
dkitection of interstellar hydrogen by means of its spectrum line
at 21-oentimeter wvelezgth is cited. Observations, both by optical
and radio technique*, made at the eclipse of February 25, 1952, are
briefly described. (M.S.0.)

5-52-05 "Cavendish Laboratory' (Section of "Proceedings of Observa-
tories'), M. 1., 112, No. 3, 298-300 (1952).

Repilts of recent radio-astronomical investigations at the Cavendish
Laboratory are briefly described under the heaeings, *Solar YorkW
'Galactic Obsrvations," and 'Refraction Iffects in the Terrestrial
Atmosphere." lew intorferometer observations of the sun at wave-
leogs of 1.4 and 7,9 maters, together with earlier measurements at
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other wavelengths, show that the sun's effective diameter increases
progressively with wavelength. (M.S .0.)

B-52-06 COtrez, R. "Applications R6centes do l'Alectronique il'Astron-
erie," aol at T.rL., 68 (and Bulletin ds 1. SociWt6 Belis dOAutron-
Coie, d X6t6orologie et d- Phyjigu du Globs, 57), 73-88 (Mar.-Apr.,

1952). Reprinted as Communications do l'Observatoire Royal do
BeliziQue, No. 41.

The second half of this TAper is devoted to the subject 'Radio
Astronomy and Radio Telexcopes.' The scope and significance of
radio-astronomical investigstions are outlined. The technique of
detecting radio emission from celestial sources is discussed and
the parts of a radio telescope are descri"bd. Pictures of two radio
telescopes, one being constructed in Be9.,ium, the othpr erected in
the Belgian Conco, are included. (M.S.0.)

R-52-07 Instit•ute of Radio Ingineers. 'Radio Astronomy" (kbsection
of "Padio Progrese Dring 1951"), Proc. I. R. Z., 0t, 426-427 (Apr.,
1952).

The latest advances in radio astronomy are briefly suimmarized under
the headinp, "Solar Radio Vave*' and "Galactic Radio Vaves." Nuer%-
ous references are cited. (M.S.C.)

R-52-08 'Jodrel! Bank Experimental Station, University of Manchester"
(Section of NProceedings of Observatories"), M. N., 112, No. 3P,
302-305 (1952). Reprinted as Astron. Contrib. U. Man. II. Jodrell
Bank Reprint, No. 65.

Developments in radio-astronomical research at the Jodrell Bank
Zxperizental Station during 1951 are briefly reported. The following
topics pertaining to various aspects of extraterrestrial radio noise
are among those included: "Radio-Frequency Emissions from Ixtra-
galactic Nebulae,' "Radio-Frequency Eaissions from the Galaxy,"
" Sceit illation of the Radio Stars," and "Solar Radio-Yrequency
2missions.' (M1.S.0.)

R-52-09 Klinger, Hans Herbert. "Solar. und [osmieche Radiowellen,'

ftiperientig, 8, 325-336 (Sept. 15, 1952).

A short summary is given of the more important results and problems
of research in radio astronomy. The solar radio-frequency radiation
can be traced back to three different eomponents: a Constant therml
radiation, a radiation emitted by the sanspote, and an eruptive
component. Cosmic radio waves are, according to the present state
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of our knowledge, mainly sent out in the intra-galactic space from
the radio stars whose nature is still unknown. A lesser part of
4he cosmic radio-frequency radiation is emitted from extragalactic
star systems, and a quite small component, which is practically
without significance, arises from the interstellar gas. Attention
is drawn to possible connections between the cosmic radio waves
and comic corpascular radiation, and in conclusion the relationship
betveen cosmic and solar radio waves and other branches of science
is discussed. (A)

R-52-10 Lovell, A. C. 3. "The Radio Astronomer's Universe," Advance-
meat. of Science , 8.e 351-366 (har-r 1952).*-. RepriAted as Astroi..
Cooltrib. U. Man. II. Jodrell Bank Reprint, No. 66.

The author's Nornmn Lockyer Lecture given in Belfast on November 28,
195l1, is presented. It traces the development of the concept of
the vnivem revealed by observations of radio radiation, and compares
the radio astronomer's universe with that of the astronomer. A
considerable part of the discuss!on is devoted to the solved and
unsolved problems concerning radio stars. (MS.C.)

R- 52-11 Lovell, Bernard, and Olegg, J. A., Rado Astronomy. New Ycrk.
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1952. 238 pages. Also pubiished in London
by Chapln &Hall, Ltd.

This boo presents a fally illustrated account of the information that
has been obtaiznd throulft the use of radio techniques in astronomical
iuvestigations. The first four chapters provide an introdnction both
to elmletary concepts in astranomy and to the basic radio techniques
that are employed. Of the remaining eightean chapters, seven are
primarily concerned with radio emission that originates in extra-
terrestrial sources. They bear the following titles: "The Discovery
of Radio Waves from the Sun'; "Solar Disturbances and Radio hissions
from Sunspots'; 'Theories of the Origin of Solar Radio hmissions";
"Radio Waves from the Galaxy"; "The Distribution of Galactic Radio
Noise"; "The Origin of the Galactic Radio Imissions"; and "The
Twinkling of the Radio Stars." The radio emission associated with
solar flares is discussed in a chapter entitled 'Solar Flares and
their Terrestrial 3ffects" and a section on "Radio Noise from the
Moon and the Measurement of Lunar Temperatures* is included in a
chapter on "Radio Investigations of the Moon.' [see pm*e 771.

(KeseC.)

1-52-12 i-st, Reimar. "Linienexissibn der Interetellaren Materie in
Radiofrequenlbereich," Naturvissenschaften, 39, No. 16, 372-374
(Auag., 1952),

The status of knowledge concerning the continuous radio emission
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of the galaxy, of point sources, and of extragalactic nebulae is
briefly semmarized. A description of the energy-level scheme of the
hyd-rogen atom follows, and, the first results of measurements of the
emission 11me of interstellar hydrogen at a wavelongth of 21.2 centi-
meters are reviewed. The significance of the observation of this line
in the spectrum of the Interstellar medium ie briefly discussed.

(M.S.C.)

Br-52-13 Ovenden, Michael V. "The Problem of the Origin of the Galactic
and Discrete-Source Radio Emissions" (Astronomy Section of ORecent
Advances in Science"), Science Progrges, 40, 78-84 (Jan., 1952)-

The various hypotheses that have been advanced in attempts to expl&in
the origin of the radio euission from the galaz7 and the discrete
sources are s•martzed, anritheir relatire merits are dsceiseel i&.
the light of the observational evidence. (M.S.C.)

R-52-14 "Raiio Astronomy," Inaineer, 193, 640-642 (May 9, 1952).

The developeent of radio astronomy is surveyed in connection with the
announcement of plans for the constrnction of a large steerable radio
telescope at Jodrell Bank. hphasiv is placed on the aspects of
radio astronomy pertaining to radiation from sources outside the
solar system, these being chosen to comprise the main program of
investigation for the new inetrument. (M.S.C.)

R-52-15 "Radiophysics Laboratory, Sydney" (Section of "Proceedings of
Observatories"), M. N., 112, No. 3, 325-32T (1952).

Recent Investigations at the kadiophysics Laboratory on various
aspects of cosmic and solar radio waves are briefly described. New
instraments being developed include equipiwent to resolve the snller
discrete radio sourceso and eq'aipment to extend the observable range
of dynode spectra of solar tarsts to about 40-320 Mc ./*. Preliminary
directional observations of 20-centimeter radiation from the sun are
being made with an array of thirty-two parabolic entennas of six-foot
diameter. (M.S.C. )

P-52-16 "Radiost',aling uit de Vereldruimt,. Symposium, Georganiseerd
door de Nederlandee Astronomenclub, de Nederlandse Natuurkundige
Vereniging en de Stichting 'Eadiostraling van Zon en Melkweg' op
1 November 10,51 te Utrecht," Nederlands Tildschrift voor Natuurkunde,

18, 115-1-34 (May, 1952) and 137-154 (June, 1952). (Oort, J. H.
"Inleiding," 116-118; Muller, C. A. "Vaarnemingemethoden,0 119-126;
Stvmpers, F. L. "Theoretisde Grenzen van de Ontvangstgevoeligheid,E
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127-M2; Houtgast, J. "Eadiostraling van do Rustige Zon," 130-1344;
Minraert, M. G. J. "Do Ead~iostraling van do Gestoorde Zon," 137-1J41;,
do Yoogt, A. E. 'Verband Tussen Eadio-verschijnselen van do Zon en
de Aardse lonosfeer," 142-1144, van do Huist, H. 0. NDo Continue
Straling van hot MelkwegstelsolOO 14~5-150; Qort, J. H. "Do Mono-
chromatische Zzleste van doe Interstellaire Waterstof," 151-154.)

This report of the proosedingi of a symposium held on November 1.
1951, at Utrecht presents a review and evaluation of the status
of research on radio radiation from celestial sources. The following
subjects are covered: method.s of observation, theoretical limits of
receiver sonsitivity, radio radiatio~n from the quiet and. disturbed.
sun, the relationship between the radio phenomena of the sun and
the ionosphere, the continuous radiation of the Milky Way system,
and. the monochromatic emission of interstellar hydrogen. Reports
of discussions following inidividual contributions cre included.

(M.S.C.)

&-52-17 Ratcliffe, J. A. "Radio Astronomy," Nature, 169, 348--350
(Mar. 1, 1952).

Th substance of a Prida~y i1vening Diioourse at. the Royal. Institution
io presented. Brief introdwtery remarks concerning the reception of
'wa noise signals are followed by a description of the types of
instrizents used for radio observations of astronomical soure.vi. The
principal observational results, concerning the rad-io stars, the
general background of radio emission from the galaxy, ard. the radio
emission from the sun are oummarized, and the status of attempts to
interpret them theoretically is explained. (M.S.C.)

R.-52-18 lyle, M., and Ratcliffe, J. A. "Radiop-Astronomy," Endeavour,
11, 117-125 (July, 1952).

The pro'b"Lar of observing the radio radiation from astronomical
sources is discussed. and instruments used for this purpose are
described. Some bf the known facts and theories concerning the
radio emission of the galaxy, the radio stars, and the sun are
summart so d. (M.S.C.)

R-52-19 Salomnovicho A. "Radio Astronomy" [In Russian], U411o, No. 8,
22-26 (Aug.,9 1952).

The status of investigations concerning radio radiation from extra-
terrestrial sources is described, with empb&asis on the types of
radio telescopes and~ interferometers used for detecting this radi-
ation. (M.B.C.)
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B,-52-20 Shklovsky, I. S. "Radio Star*" [in Ruruian], Prrd_, 41,
No. 2, 26-35 (7,,b., 1952).

A brief history of the early investigations of galactic radio radi-
ation is followed by an account of the known oharacteristics of radio
stars and the use of interferometers for observing them. The numerous
-tiEestions that lave been advanced in attempts to clarify the nature
of the radio stare are reviewed and discussed. (M.S.C.)

R-52-21 "Solar Radio Noise Bursts,. Technical News 3ul1etijA (U. S.
National Bureau of Standards), 36, 65-6-1, (May, 1952).

This short account describes investigationat at the National Bureau of
StwArds cowee'aing the thioret ical interpretat ien of burst s of s olar
radio noise IV the mecbmnim of plasma oscillations. (M.S.C.)

R-52-22 Struve, Otto. "Galactic Izploration by Radio," &
Tala~s, 11, 214-217 (July, 1952).

54 author gives a general, illustrated account of the investiation
of the structure of the galaxy by observation of the radiation
from interstellar hydrogen at a wavelength of 21 centimeters. He
dia~isuo the meaning of hyperfine structure, sumarizes the perlinent
observational results already obtained, and explains the method
and usefulness of the analysis of the Doppler displacement of the
21-centimeter emission line. (1.8.0.)
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Reviews of: Lovell, Bernard, and Clegg, J. A. Radio Astr~oom-y. New York,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1952. 238 pages. Also published in London by
Chapmn & Hall, Ltd. [Listed as 1-52-11, page 71.]

S-52-01 C., A. 0. Journal 2f the British Interplanetary Society, 11,

140 (May, 1952).

S-52-02 G., W. T. Wirele 3 Analueer, 29, 170 (June, 1952).

5-52-03 D., D. W. J. B.&-A, 62, 294-295 (Oct., 1952).

S-52-04 Forrest, J. S. British Jou-Mral of AtMliPY1¢cs, 3, 271
(Aug., 1952).

S-52-05 H., K. Blectronice, 25, No. l1, 416 (Nov., 1952).

S-52-06 Jones, H. Spencer. Incgvour, 11, 220-221 (Oct., 1952).

S-52-07 Lo, X. Astronamie, 66, 217 (May, 1952).

S-52-08 M., 1. Z. Qberagtonr, 72, 162-163 (Aug., 1952).

S-52-09 Millme, %ter M. 8 andTelescope, I, 226-227 (July, 1952).

S-52-10 Petty, Alan 7. Jou-rnal of the Ymanklln Intiltute, 254, 551
(Do., 1952).

S-52-11 Popper, Daniel M. Pi.S.A P. 64, 210-212 (Aug., 1952).

8-52-12 R., M. Prog. Phys. $oc, B, 65,, 827-828 (Oct. I, 1952).

8-52-13 Ryle, M-. kL0mI2 5, 541 (Nov., 1952).

S-52-14 S., 7. G. Solence Proaress, 40, 706-709 (Oct., 1952).

8-52-15 Wells, K{. V. Pro, 1.:. 1. 3B., 40O, 1136 (Se~pt., 1952).
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